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Abstract 

 

Today’s organizations deliver a broad range of products and services. Contemplating the 

perpetually increasing number of their business processes, an organizational culture, conducive 

to process thinking and responsive to process changes, is a determining factor for the 

effectiveness and competitiveness of contemporary enterprises. Given the fact that currently 

everything has to be performed faster, with greater flexibility and agility, business process and 

decision automation have become an integral part of every digital transformation initiative. In 

this regard, workflow automation, has come in frontline for automating business process and 

decisions, relying on a predefined process model.  

The present research aims to investigate practically the workflow automation paradigm, on the 

basis of executable notations, namely the BPMN and DMN notations, by introducing an end-to-

end loan application-to-approval process and automating it by the means of a workflow engine. 

For this purpose, the BPMN notation is thoroughly presented, before shedding light on the DMN 

notation and its capabilities to be well integrated with BPMN, rendering business processes as 

decision-aware and decision-intelligent. With the ultimate aim to automate the introduced 

process, this research highlights how business-oriented models can be executable, paving the 

way for their automated enactment by the means of a workflow engine of a contemporary BPMS.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

 

Today’s business enterprises need to deliver a broad range of products and services. As a result, 

the number of businesses processes inside organizations has exponentially increased.  Depending 

upon the power of Business Process Management (BPM), business processes are considered to 

be the crown jewels of successful organizations [1]. In this sense, a plethora of process modeling 

techniques has been proposed in literature, while the Business Process Model and Notation 

(BPMN) has been consolidated as the most prevalent one for rendering business operations in a 

graphical, yet executable way.  

Even if decisions are deemed to be an integral part of business processes, process modeling 

techniques do not explicitly model the decision logic of business operations. Thus, decision 

modeling has gained a significant uptake in literature, adhering to the Separation of Concerns 

(SoC) paradigm and treating decisions as separate concerns. Considering that operational 

decisions are frequently convoluted with the process logic of business processes, decisions are 

typically hidden in process model constructs, escalating their complexity and decreasing the 

maintainability and understandability of both processes and decisions.  To this extent, Decision 

Model and Notation (DMN) has emerged as a standard notation for supplementing the BPMN 

notation, by externalizing the decision logic of business processes to separate models. As a result, 

the BPMN and DMN integration has received special attention in recent literature, with the 

purpose to render business processes as decision aware and decision intelligent. 

Traditionally, business processes were enacted manually, while business decisions were 

dependent on human decision-making. However, in today’s rapidly changing environment, 

where everything needs to be executed faster, business process and decision automation have 

emerged as key success factors for the digital transformation and the innovation empowerment 

of today’s organizations. In this regard, workflow automation constitutes an on the rise trend for 

the automatic enactment of business processes and decisions, where a workflow engine 

interprets executable models, as these models were the source code of a software solution [2].  

 

1.1 Motivation 
 

Considering that change is the only constant in the business environment, business agility is 

deemed to be indispensable to perpetual growth and value creation. Admittedly, as business 

processes become more advanced, there is a shift from pre-defined process models to intelligent 

systems that support and automate processes. Maintaining a competitive advantage, thus, is 
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deemed to be more crucial than ever before [3], given the global competition and the force to 

organizations to get digitalized.   

At the outset of BPM, a full automated process was a wishful thinking rather than a reality. 

Currently, there is an undergoing trend towards process and decision automation, where the 

human intervention can be eliminated. Repetitive and tedious non-valued-added tasks, that 

would otherwise be executed manually, can now be automatically enacted, changing the way of 

doing business.  

In the previous years, the most common approach for executing processes and decisions in an 

automatic way, was in a classical programming language, where the logic was hidden inside 

thousands of lines of code [2]. However, with the advent and the significant adoption of 

executable notations, workflow engines are established as modern approaches that execute 

automatically the process and decision models of business processes. Refining the traceability, 

readability and transparency of both processes and decisions, workflow automation in the 

premise of executable notations, such as BPMN and DMN notations, is deemed to prevail in the 

years to come, establishing at the same time the motivational factor behind the current thesis. 

   

1.2 Aim and objectives 
 

The main aim of this thesis is to practically assess the workflow automation paradigm on the basis 

of executable notations, such as the BPMN and DMN notations. For this purpose, an end-to-end 

development of a loan application-to-approval process is introduced, aiming to fulfill the practical 

scope of this thesis. 

In particular, the aim of this thesis is to render how a textual description of a process can be 

translated to a conceptual business process model, before specifying its execution semantics, 

executing it with a means of a workflow engine and ideally automate it. In this sense, special 

attention is given on the way that BPMN notation can render business processes in a graphical, 

let alone intuitive way. However, considering that BPMN is not tailored to the modeling of the 

decision logic of business processes, the main objective is to externalize the decision logic of 

BPMN models to separate DMN models, before their integration serves as a foundation for a 

robust process and decision automation.   

In this regard, the main objectives of this research, include: 

1. Presenting the BPMN notation as a powerful instrument to modeling advanced concepts 

of business processes 

2. Displaying how the process logic of BPMN models can be externalized to DMN models 

3. Rendering how BPMN and DMN notations can be integrated in end-to-end business 

processes, rendering business processes as decision-aware and decision-intelligent 
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4. Developing an end-to-end loan application-to-approval process, starting from its textual 

description and ending with its automatic enactment 

5. Automating a process with a workflow engine of a BPMS 

 

1.3 Thesis layout 
 

A brief description of the chapters of this thesis is provided below, while the thesis layout is 
presented visually in Figure 1. 

 

Chapter 1 presents an introduction to the current thesis, briefly explaining the motivation behind 

it, its aim and objectives, as well as rendering the overall thesis structure. 

Chapter 2 presents the theoretical background of this thesis, establishing the foundation behind 

its practical scope. In essence, it renders the process orientation paradigm, defines business 

processes, illustrates process modeling techniques, emphasizes the separation of concerns 

paradigm in process and decision modeling, while gives prominence to executable models and 

to workflow automation.  

Chapter 3 introduces the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) as the standard notation 

for rendering business processes in a graphical and executable way. Presenting its powerful 

symbol armory, it aims to render the correct utilization of its elements, as well as to highlight 

advanced modeling concepts, that are frequently omitted in BPMN modeling initiatives. 

Chapter 4 introduces the Decision Model and Notation (DMN), as the standard notation for 

rendering the decision logic of business processes. Considering that BPMN is not tailored to the 

modeling of decision logic of business operations, this chapter presents the DMN notation as a 

supplementary notation to BPMN, where the decision logic can be externalized to separate 

models. Thus, introducing its fundamental constructs, special focus is given on the way that DMN 

can be integrated with BPMN, rendering business processes as decision aware and decision 

intelligent. 

Chapter 5 presents the concept of Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs), while 

introduces a renowned BPMS, namely the Camunda BPM platform. Rendering the notion of 

Process Aware Information Systems (PAISs), special attention is given to the rise of Workflow 

Management Systems (WfMSs) and their enhanced variants, namely the BPMSs. In addition, it 

introduces the Camunda BPM platform, shedding light on its components and the way that they 

interact with each other, before Camunda’s ecosystem being utilized in the following chapter for 

an end-to-end process deployment. 
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Chapter 6 fulfills the practical scope of this thesis, presenting an end-to-end deployment of a loan 

application-to-approval process. Initially, it renders the challenges for automation in the banking 

industry, before introducing a fictitious loan application-to-approval process with the ultimate 

aim to automate it. Presenting, thereafter, a BPMN representation of the process, special 

attention is given on the identification and externalization of its decision logic, before specifying 

the execution semantics of the process model. Providing an overview of the deployment 

architecture, the chapter concludes with an execution scenario and the expected benefits of 

workflow automation initiatives.  

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a discussion on the practicality of workflow automation in 

business process management initiatives. Providing the thesis overview and the research 

contribution, the chapter highlights research limitations, as well as establishes directions for 

future work, stemming from this research. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Thesis layout 
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CHAPTER 2: Theoretical Background 

 

This chapter delves into the theoretical background of the main concepts to be discussed in the 

premise of this thesis. The aim is to establish a robust background that will facilitate the smooth 

transition from theoretical terms to the practical scope of this thesis. To achieve that, it discusses 

valuable findings from academia and industry around the business processes’ spectrum, as well 

as highlights how the attention has switched from traditional process management to business 

process automation in today’s digital era. In this regard, special focus is given in the way that 

organizations’ process orientation, the ubiquitous penetration of Information Technology (IT) in 

business processes and the underlying Digital Transformation (DT) of contemporary 

organizations, have established the foundations of business process automation. As such, a 

relationship map, rendered in Figure 2, is introduced in order to precociously communicate how 

fundamental theoretical concepts are interrelated, before they form the foundations of the 

thesis’s practical scope.  

 

2.1 Process orientation: The emergence of process thinking notion 
 

From the late 1970s to the early 1990s, the focus of Information Technology (IT) was principally 

on data. Primarily, the storing, retrieval and presentation of data was at the core of every run 

time infrastructure, leading to the development of data-centric information systems, such as the 

Database Management Systems (DBMSs). At that time, the concept of business processes was 

significantly neglected, while their logic was proliferated across multiple applications, thereby 

thwarting their refinement and optimal adaptation to changes [4].  

Thereafter, during the 1990s, management trends, such as Business Process Reengineering 

(BPR), have brought the emergence of process thinking notion, as an approach to look at entire 

end-to-end processes instead of focusing on particular tasks and functions [5].Embracing a 

business process view of a corporation, special attention is implied on what is done and how it is 

done within its boundaries [6]. Admittedly, contemplating a corporation as a wholeness, business 

operations as well as their interrelationships are well identified [7]. 

In this sense, process-oriented organizations are primarily concerned with the optimal 

management of their business processes [8]. Process Orientation (PO), thus, entails focusing on 

business processes rather than on functional and hierarchical structures [7], [8]. PO facilitates 

the process transparency, let alone establishes an environment for streamlined operations 

through reengineering initiatives [8]. Currently, the value of process thinking is widely  
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Figure 2 - Relationship map: From theoretical background to thesis’s practical scope with a demo development 
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acknowledged from most organizations [9], while it lies in the core of several development 

strategies and methods that are utilized today, like the Business Process Management (BPM) and 

the Business Process Reengineering (BPR) [6]. 

 

2.2 Business Process Management (BPM) 
 

Based on early work in organization and management, as well as the process orientation trend 

of the 1990s, Business Process Management (BPM) has come in forefront as a new approach of 

organizing enterprises on the basis of business processes [10]. In this regard, combining 

knowledge from information technology, management sciences and industrial engineering, the 

main objective is the refinement of business operations [10], [11]. Several definitions of BPM are 

available in literature, while for the premise of this thesis three definitions are well adopted. 

Weske [10], highlights BPM as an approach that “includes concepts, methods, and techniques to 

support the design, administration, configuration, enactment, and analysis of business 

processes”. Dumas et al. in their work “Fundamentals of Business Process Management” [5], 

define BPM as “the art and science of overseeing how work is performed in an organization to 

ensure consistent outcomes and to take advantage of improvement opportunities”. Additionally, 

with a more sophisticated perspective, Kluza et al. [12], define BPM as a “modern approach to 

improve organization’s workflow, which focuses on reengineering of processes in order to 

optimize procedures, increase efficiency and effectiveness by constant process improvement”. 

Therefore, the BPM approach is tailored to the management and refinement of entire chains of 

events, activities and decisions, rather than the improvement of individual activities [5].  

Admittedly, a process-oriented organization excessively depends upon the power of BPM [5], [7]. 

Being a disciplined approach, thus, BPM consists of a series of phases (Figure 3), emerging as the 

BPM lifecycle unfolds [5]. As such, BPM supports organizations from modeling and analysis, to 

execution and evaluation of redesigned processes [13]. More specifically, lying at its foundation, 

process identification entails the recognition of a business problem and its relation with one or 

more business processes [5]. In turn, process discovery renders the process in an explicit model 

representation, known as an as-is model, facilitating its better understanding [5], [10]. Following 

qualitative and quantitative techniques, process analysis phase underlines process weaknesses 

and their impact on crucial performance metrics. The issues identified, are well mitigated with 

proposed changes and a plethora of redesign heuristics, during the following process redesign 

phase. The main output is deemed to be a redesigned process model, typically encountered as a 

to-be process model, where the proposed changes are fundamentally aligned with organization’s 

performance objectives. Subsequently, the process implementation phase facilitates the 

enactment of business processes with the leverage of BPM technology [5]. Ιn this sense, the 

continuous process monitoring of running processes, intents to identify how well the process is 

performing. In respect to predefined performance objectives, thus, valuable insights emerge, 
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before serving as an input to the process discovery phase and trigger a new enactment of the 

BPM lifecycle with process adaptations and new analysis questions [5], [11].  

 

 

Figure 3 - BPM lifecycle [5] 

  

Interestingly, the BPM lifecycle must be continuously seen as a circular approach [5]. As Hammer 

[14] highlights, “Every good process eventually becomes a bad process”, since technology, 

customer needs, competition and the surrounding environment constantly change, causing the 

process obsolescence. Altogether, flexibility of BPM is an important asset for aligning with the 

market changes in an effective manner [10]. Currently, enterprises implement changes to the 

traditional BPM paradigm, fueled by technological developments and the increasing automation 

of business processes [15].  Due to the dynamic, customer-facing processes of today’s digital 

organizations, BPM has been undergoing a transformation [16]. In this regard, the lion’s share of 

attention is given to the innovation, agility and flexibility, rather than the traditional objective of 

continuous process improvement and standardization [17].  

Ultimately, engaging in BPM initiatives, organizations are deemed to streamline their business 

performance and eliminate prior vulnerabilities [5]. According to Aalst et al. [9], the ultimate 

objective of BPM should be the process refinement rather than the improving of process models. 

Being correlated with performance management, the success can be measured with a plethora 

of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), that align business performance with organization’s 

objectives [18]. When properly implemented, customer satisfaction, increasing productivity, 
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reducing cost of doing business, establishment of new products and services, as well as 

improvements in any other metric, are well attainable [11], [18].  

 

2.3 Business Process Definition 

 

Having introduced the BPM paradigm, it is apparent that the concept of business processes 

constitutes the focal pillar of every BPM initiative [11]. Since the 1990s and the first emergence 

of the business process term in literature, several authors have proposed their own definitions, 

highlighting specific aspects of business processes [19]. As a result, several definitions are 

available in literature, reflecting the variety of interpretations that emerge around the business 

process spectrum. For the premise of this thesis, the definition proposed by Hammer and 

Champy [20] is well adopted, while further definitions are presented in Table 1. In their work 

“Reengineering the Corporation: A Manifesto for Business Revolution”, Hammer and Champy 

[20] define a business process as “a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input 

and creates an output that is of value to the customer.”  

Apparently, most definitions are similar, giving prominence to the concepts of activities, inputs 

and outputs [19]. Typically, activities are deemed to constitute the central components of 

business processes, while are contextually related to each other by transforming inputs to 

outputs [6], [19]. In this sense, business processes are the means of coordinating a number of 

activities and facilitating the understanding of their interrelationships [10]. In turn, inputs 

constitute the resources indispensable to activities execution, while outputs render the 

transformed resources with the ultimate goal of meeting customers’ and organizational needs in 

the most efficient way [19], [21], [22].  

Today, since products and services, provided to the market, are the outcome of a chain of 

activities, performed in the context of a business process, organizations focus on refining their 

business operations as a response to the perpetually increasing competition and the more 

demanding customer needs [8], [10]. Along with changes in the business, the technological 

environment, the legal context and the fluctuation of socio-economic factors, organizations need 

to be able to standardize, streamline and adapt their operations to foreseen and unforeseen 

changes [11], [23]. As a result, process flexibility is required to accommodate changes in the 

environment and the need for evolving business processes [11], [24]. Such process evolution 

might be incremental, in terms of performing gradual changes, or revolutionary, in the context 

of implementing radical changes, with process innovation or process reengineering approaches 

[24]. 
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Author(s) Business Process Definition 

Hammer and Champy [20] “A business process is a collection of activities that 

takes one or more kinds of input and creates an 

output that is of value to the customer.” 

 

Davenport [25] “A process is simply a structured, measured set of 

activities designed to produce a specified output for 

a particular customer or market.” 

 

Jacobson [26] A business process is “the set of internal activities 

performed to serve a customer.” 
 

Stohr and Zhao [27] “A business process consists of a sequence of 

activities. It has distinct inputs and outputs and 

serves a meaningful purpose within an organization 

or between organizations.” 

 

Weske [10] “A business process consists of a set of activities that 

are performed in coordination in an organizational 

and technical environment.” 

 

Vergidis [19] “A business process is perceived as a collective set of 

tasks that when properly connected and sequenced 

perform a business operation. The aim of a business 

process is to perform a business operation, i.e., any 

service-related operation that produces value to the 

organization”. 

 

Chinosi and Trombetta [28] “A business process (BP) is a set of one or more 

linked procedures or activities executed following a 

predefined order which collectively realize a 

business objective or policy goal, normally within the 

context of an organizational structure defining 

functional roles or relationships”. 

 

Table 1 - Business Process Definitions 
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Nevertheless, according to Mendling et al. [29], organizations are doomed to fail when they are 

unaware of the business processes that they need to support. Therefore, they operate inefficient 

processes that thwart them from fulfilling the demands of today’s changing world, while they 

continuously fail to adopt the rapidly changing technology and follow the global competition [27]. 

Altogether, in [30], the authors conclude that organizations which endeavor to survive in the 

long-term, need to operate responsive and adaptable processes, denoting in that way the 

importance of process flexibility and the overall focus on business processes concept. 

 

2.4 Process Modeling and the emergence of Business Process Model and 

Notation (BPMN) 
 

2.4.1 Process Modeling 

 

With the prevalence and the acknowledgement of the importance of business processes both in 

academia and industry, process modeling has been in forefront for many years [27]. As business 

processes become more convoluted and extend over multiple organizations, process modeling is 

deemed to be powerful for documenting processes and eliciting valuable insights [11]. As a result, 

a plethora of modeling techniques have been proposed in literature, illustrating the 

heterogeneity in business process modeling [11].  However, their essence is quite similar, since 

they primarily focus on the ordering of activities. Their main objective is to transform ideas and 

observations around business operations, in a formal design and a correct representation [10], 

[12]. According to Kluza et al. [12], business process models assist an organization to visualize its 

processes with graphical representations. At the same time, Vergidis [19] articulates that “a 

business process design is the representation of a business process depicting the participating 

tasks and their connectivity patterns that determine the flow of the process. The aim of the 

design is to capture, visualize and communicate a business process”. Constituting the means for 

a process design, visual notations, comprised of graphical symbols (visual vocabulary), a set of 

compositional rules (visual grammar) and the symbol semantics (visual semantics), are perceived 

to formalize every interaction within a business process [23], [31]. 

Undoubtedly, process modeling plays a vital role in communicating the process logic of business 
operations. Considering the powerful and highly parallel human visual system, visual 
representations can convey information more effectively and accurately than the ordinary 
language [31]. Human-oriented in nature, they communicate information that is more likely to 
be remembered by the human mind due to their picture superiority effect [31]. In this direction, 
Weske [10] explicitly underlines that graphical representations of business processes prevail over 
written organizational procedures or business policies, buried inside thousands of lines of code. 
Furthermore, due to the flexibility provided by explicit representations, changes to current 
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processes can effortlessly be translated to the process model level and be implemented to actual 
business process instances. In comparison with ambiguities arising from freeform textual 
descriptions, graphical representations do not leave room for misinterpretations [5]. In this 
sense, according to Mendling et al. [29], not only should the model of a business process be 
intuitive, but also unambiguously perceived. For this reason, modeling notations have to be 
cognitively effective, facilitating the information communication and the problem solving [31]. 
Making a reference to the work of Larkin and Simon [32], Moody [31] interprets cognitive 
effectiveness of visual notations as “the speed, ease, and accuracy which a representation can 
be processed by human mind”.  
 
In parallel with cognitive effectiveness, modeling competence, irrelevant from the selected 

modeling notation, is purported to be another critical aspect of process modeling [29]. 

Considering that ineffective diagrams can even be less effective than textual descriptions, correct 

process modeling becomes of utmost importance for communicating the desired process logic 

[31]. Towards this direction, Mendling et al. [29] propose seven modeling guidelines that can be 

utilized in the context of creating understanding diagrams. Summarized in Figure 4, they are 

mainly focused on the structuredness and complexity of visual representations in a way that 

extraneous cognitive load can be decreased [29], [33]. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Process modeling guidelines [29] 

 

However, on the basis of process nature, process modeling is primarily tailored to the rendering 

of structured processes [5], [10], [24]. Conversely, complex knowledge-intensive processes, that 

are rather unpredictable and inclined to unfold during process execution, cannot be fully 

specified in terms of a process model. Mainly characterized by non-repeatability, unpredictability 

and emergence, the exact execution of a process instance is not known a priori and might alter 

during the process execution, posing in such way a challenge and difficulty in their modeling [24].  
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2.4.2 Process Modeling Techniques 

 

Business process models are fundamental artifacts in today’s organizations, providing the means 

for understanding, analyzing and improving business processes [21], [34]. Numerous notations 

and frameworks have been emerged as blueprints for rendering and documenting entire chains 

of activities, events and decisions [10], [23]. As a result, activity, event and control nodes 

constitute the main elements of modeling notations [5]. At their core, activity nodes are 

considered to be the cornerstone of every graphical notation, illustrating a work unit that is 

performed by a human or a software actor. In turn, event nodes represent milestones of process 

execution that are either triggered by the process itself or from the surrounding environment. 

Subsequently, control nodes form another integral component of modeling notations, capturing 

the execution flow decisions between notation elements [5]. 

 

Flowchart 

Widely accepted, the first attempts to visually represent business processes were simple 

flowcharts [5], [19], [27]. In their basic format, flowchart diagrams are comprised of oval 

elements, which represent starting and ending points, rectangles, which denote activities, 

diamonds, which capture decision points, and arrows, documenting the sequence of the process 

flow [5]. The basic elements of flowchart modeling technique are rendered in Figure 5, before 

being utilized in a flowchart example (Figure 6), capturing a hiring business process. Nonetheless, 

considering their inefficiency to capture more complex processes, more standard approaches 

emerged [19]. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Basic Flowchart symbols [35] 
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Figure 6 - Flowchart example [35] 

 

IDEF0 

One such, IDEF0 emerged as the first proposed method of IDEF family for functional modeling. 

Sponsored by the US Air Force Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM) program, IDEF 

family of methods appeared in the mid-seventies for enterprising modeling and analysis, aiming 

to increase manufacturing productivity with the embracement of computer technology [36]. An 

IDEF0 diagram consists of activities, namely functions, and arrows, illustrating the data flow 
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between activities. Interestingly, supporting the hierarchical modeling approach by representing 

functions at increasing levels of detail, functions can either be collapsed or expanded into lower-

level graphs. In this way, functions are modeled in a higher-level of detail as “boxes”, displaying 

their inputs, outputs, triggers and mechanisms that are needed for their execution (Figure 7).  

Subsequently, expanded into a diagram at a lower level of detail (Figure 8), information that was 

not displayed at a prior higher level is well communicated [36].  

 

     

                   Figure 7 - IDEF0 function [36]                                                                   Figure 8 - IDEF0 diagram [36] 

                

 

IDEF3 

Since the first launch of IDEF0, the IDEF family was updated with new modeling methods. 

Supporting two fundamental aspects of behavioral modeling, namely the process execution and 

the state changes, IDEF3 constitutes one of the cornerstones of IDEF family, illustrating the 

behavioral view and the dynamic aspects of business processes [36].  

In the context of IDEF3, models are deemed to be scenario-driven, where each scenario is 

depicted in two dimensions, with process-centered models, highlighting the sequencing of the 

process execution, and object-centered models, denoting the state changes [37]. In Figure 9, 

process and object schematic symbols, supported by IDEF3, are depicted. More specifically, 

process schematics are considered to be the most broadly utilized IDEF3 components. At their 

core, Unit of Behavior (UoB) boxes represent activities as numbered boxes. Additionally, links 

define the connection of UoB boxes, while junctions delineate the logic of process branching [37]. 

An example of process-centered IDEF3 model is depicted in Figure 10. 
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Figure 9 - IDEF3 elements [37] 

 

 

Figure 10 - IDEF3 process-centered example [37] 
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In parallel, except for process-centered models, IDEF3 is complemented by object-centered 

representations, where the attention is given to the state changes of various objects [37]. In this 

regard, a certain kind of object is represented by a circle, encompassing a label and a state. As 

process unfolds, objects move to new state, following transition schematics (i.e., links). 

Importantly, Referents (e.g., UoB boxes) can be attached to transition schematics, indicating that 

one a transition occurs an activity is involved, while transition junctions are utilized for 

delineating the state transition behavior [37]. In Figure 11, an example of object-centered IDEF3 

model is depicted, illustrating a purchase request (PR) process example. 

 

 

Figure 11 - IDEF3 object-centered example [36] 

 

 

Petri nets  

Developed by Carl Adam Petri, in the context of his doctoral dissertation, in 1962, Petri nets 

constitute another fundamental process modeling notation [10], [11], [37]. As a modeling 

approach with a graphical representation and an equivalent mathematical formalization, Petri 

nets have been the basis for numerous modeling notations [10], [11]. More specifically, they 

consist of a small number of constructs, namely places, represented by circles, transitions, 

defined by rectangles, and directed arcs that connect places and transitions [10], [11]. Primarily, 

their power resides to the fact that they can model concurrency in business processes, denoting 

that a plethora of activities might happen in parallel [11].  
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A model represents a Petri net, which is a static structure of a process or system, while the 

dynamic behavior is rendered by tokens that reside on places [10]. On the basis of firing rules, 

tokens are transited from positions to positions when a transition is fired and a token exists in 

each of its preceding input places. In such scenario, a token is removed from each input place 

and one token is transited to each output place [10]. In Figure 12, a fired transition is displayed, 

while Figure 13 depicts a not enabled transition due to the lack of a token in one of the two 

preceding input places. Altogether, an order processing example is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

 

Figure 12 - Petri net: Fired transition [10] 

 

 

Figure 13 - Petri net: not enabled transition [10] 

 

 

Figure 14 - Petri net: order processing example [10] 
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Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) 

Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) constitute another wide-spread approach for modeling 

business processes [38]. In their basic format, they support three basic elements, namely events, 

functions and connectors [10], [37], [38]. More specifically, events, rendered by hexagons, 

represent state changes in an event-driven process chain [10]. In turn, functions, illustrated by 

rounded rectangles, determine unit of works, that receive one or more inputs and transform 

them to a series of outputs. Importantly, each function is triggered by one or more preceding 

events, while their completion leads to a number of event occurrences [10]. Subsequently, 

connector elements are utilized in order to represent the process logic and the logical 

relationships between process elements. In this regard, three main connectors are widely 

adopted, namely the AND (∧), OR (∨) and XOR (X) constructs [10]. In Figure 15, the basic EPC 

elements are rendered, before being utilized in an event-driven process chain, displaying an 

order processing example (Figure 16). 

Altogether, EPCs bear some similarities with flowcharts, yet, they highlight events as 
fundamental components of business processes [5]. However, abstract in nature, they are 
primarily focus on representing domain concepts and processes, rather than formal aspects of 
technical implementation [10]. Due to the alternation of events and functions, the level of 
models’ complexity might dramatically escalate, leading to cumbersome process representations 
[10], [37]. 
 
 

 

Figure 15 - Event-driven Process Chain (EPCs) basic symbols [38] 
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Figure 16 - EPCs order processing example [10] 

 

 

2.4.3 Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) 

 

In the last years a plethora of modeling notations for business processes have emerged [23], [27], 

[28], [39]. The underlying fragmentation that was witnessed between existing tools and notations 

has engendered a need for a standard modeling language [28]. Business process models have 

been historically separated from their technical implementation, leading to numerous errors at 

the manual translation of visual representations to executable models [28], [39]. As a result, 
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Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) has come in forefront as an expressive, formal, 

understandable by various stakeholders, notation, that is semantically powerful to translate 

graphical diagrams to execution information [28], [40]. 

Inspired by a plethora of previous notations and methodologies [10], [39] BPMN was originally 

published in 2004 by the Business Process Modeling Initiative (BPMI) as a graphical notation to 

delineate the visual layout of business processes [28]. On the basis of the growing interest in 

academia and industry upon this notation, BPMN was adopted as an OMG standard in 2006 [28]. 

The initial versions (BPMN 1.X versions), aiming primarily at the visual representations of 

business processes, did not have a serialization format nor distinctly defined semantics [28]. With 

the advent of the BPMN 2.0 version, new features were added, resolving inconsistencies of 

previous versions [28]. In fact, BPMN 2.0 introduced a standardized serialization and interchange 

format, as well as standardized execution semantics for all BPMN elements. Hence, BPMN 

process models were able to be exchanged between various vendors, let alone be executed by 

different execution engines [28], [39], [41], [42]. With the portability and interoperability [42], 

introduced by its major second version, BPMN has been widely adopted as the de facto process 

modeling notation [39], while has been accepted as an ISO (ISO/IEC 19510:2013) standard [43] 

[44].   

The overall goal of BPMN 2.0 was to encapsulate a modeling notation, a meta-model and an 

interchange format within one language [45]. This goal is also reflected in the official specification 

document [46], which states that “The primary goal of BPMN is to provide a notation that is 

readily understandable by all business users, from the business analysts that create the initial 

drafts of the processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology 

that will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who will manage and 

monitor those processes. Thus, BPMN creates a standardized bridge for the gap between the 

business process design and process implementation”. 

Interestingly, BPMN is tailored to the modeling of entire end-to-end processes [39] in a Business 

Process Diagram (BPD) [28], [47]. Highlighting the control-flow of business processes [47], BPMN 

elements are divided into four main categories [10], [28], [39], namely Flow Objects, Connecting 

Objects, Swimlanes and Artifacts, as illustrated in Figure 17. Concretely, Flow Objects, comprised 

of activities, events and gateways, delineate the actions that can occur during a process execution 

and determine its behavior [28]. In turn, Connecting Objects, namely sequence flows, message 

flows and associations, define the connection between various objects [10], [28]. Subsequently, 

Swimlanes, namely pools and lanes, associate a set of actions with a specific resource, giving the 

capability of grouping modeling elements on the basis of each process participant’s perspective 

[28], [48]. Last, Artifacts, comprised of data objects, groups and annotations, provide additional 

information to the process diagram without affecting the flow of the process [10], [28]. The 

aforementioned elements are displayed in an order processing diagram, depicted in Figure 18, 

while the expressive power [10] of BPMN is illustrated in Figure 19, by introducing a complete 

set of elements. 
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Figure 17 - BPMN basic elements [10] 

 

 

Figure 18 - BPMN order processing example [10] 
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Figure 19 - BPMN complete set of elements [28] 

 

Ultimately, since the standardization of BPMN and its prevalence as the de facto business process 

modeling language, a plethora of academic works denote its significant adoption both in 

academia and industry. However, due to the introduction of a plethora of modeling notations, 

the evaluation of available methods for process modeling is of utmost importance [45]. In this 

way, evaluation results can guide the users to select the optimal method on the basis of their 

needs [45]. For this reason, numerous academic works have evaluated the suitability and 

effectiveness of BPMN in different ways. To exemplify some, in [48], the suitability of BPMN for 

business process modelling is examined, using the Workflow Patterns [49] as an evaluation 

framework, while in [39] the cognitive effectiveness of BPMN is analyzed in the context of the 

Physics of Notations [31], a collection of evidence-based principles that together form a theory 

of notation design.  
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2.5 Separation of Concerns (SoC): Decision modeling and the emergence of 

Decision Model and Notation (DMN) 
 

2.5.1 Separation of Concerns (SoC) 

 

Even if decision-making is an integral part of BPM, BPMN notation does not support explicitly the 

modeling of decision logic in business processes [50]. Typically, as process execution unfolds, 

multiple decisions are taken [34]. Due to the intertwining nature of processes and decisions [23], 

[2], a convolution of decision and process logic is frequently encountered [51].  Considering that 

operational decision-making is embedded within the process models and encoded through 

control flow structures [52], [53], the complexity of BPMN models dramatically escalates, while 

posing a threat in maintainability, scalability and flexibility of both processes and decisions [34], 

[54]. 

Intuitively, decisions might span over multiple activities or even the entire process [54]. Utilizing 

a set of cascading gateways and a plethora of control flow elements [50], decision trees are 

generated within the process models [23]. More specifically, striving for emulating the decision 

logic of decision artifacts [51], [54], such as decision tables, complex routing structures are 

created [34], leading to the modeling of labyrinths [55]  or spaghetti-like processes [34], [54], 

[56]. In such approach, maintainability of both processes and decisions is endangered, while a 

change in the decision logic has a paramount effect on the structuredness of the process model 

[50].  In Figure 20, a decision tree within a process model is illustrated, while a spaghetti-like 

BPMN model, due to the excessive usage of exclusive gateways, is depicted in Figure 21.  

 

 

Figure 20 - Decision tree within a BPMN model [34] 
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Figure 21 - Spaghetti-like BPMN model [34] 

 

Recently, special attention is given to the decoupling of decision and process logic, advocating 

the Separation of Concerns (SoC) paradigm. In this sense, there is a vast amount of literature on 

Separation of Concerns approach in business process models [23], [34], [50], [52], [54], [56], [57]. 

To exemplify some, in [34], a three-step approach for process and decision logic separation was 

proposed with the ultimate goal of identifying decision patterns in process fragments and 

transfer them to decision models (Figure 22). Additionally, in [57], the authors proposed an 

approach of extracting decision models from process models, on the basis of utilized split 

gateways and event logs. Altogether, literature concludes that separating the concerns of 

decision and process logic, higher operational flexibility is well attainable [23], while readability, 

traceability and maintainability of both process and decision models are well refined [23], [24]. 

 

 

Figure 22 - Three-step approach for process and decision logic separation [34] 
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2.5.2 Decision Model and Notation (DMN) 

 

Considering the booming interest in documenting, capturing and analyzing decision aspects of 

processes as a separate concern [54], Business Decision Management (BDM) has emerged as an 

elementary component of BPM, aiming at the systematic management of business decisions [2]. 

Since decisions constitute an integral part of every business operation, they are considered to be 

a first-class citizen in every BPM initiative [23], [33]. Concretely, a decision is defined upon a 

number of inputs that determine an output on the basis of the underlying decision logic [23], 

[52]. Typically, creditworthiness decisions, as well as acceptance and eligibility decisions, are 

frequently encountered within business processes [23]. 

For years, the modeling of business decisions was not considered to be a separate concern [52]. 

However, due to the growing interest in separating process and decision logic, decision modeling 

has consolidated as an approach to explicitly represent decision rules and their interrelationships 

[52]. In this regard, Decision Model and Notation (DMN), currently DMN 1.3, emerged as an OMG 

standard in 2015. According to its official specification [58], “The primary goal of DMN is to 

provide a common notation that is readily understandable by all business users, from the 

business analysts needing to create initial decision requirements and then more detailed decision 

models, to the technical developers responsible for automating the decisions in processes, and 

finally, to the business people who will manage and monitor those decisions. DMN creates a 

standardized bridge for the gap between the business decision design and decision 

implementation. DMN notation is designed to be usable alongside the standard BPMN business 

process notation.” 

Admittedly, DMN finds its origin in decision table modeling, where the decision logic was 

represented with a means of tables [33]. Tailored to the modeling of repetitive operational 

decisions, characterized by high frequency and process orientation, operational decision-making 

comes in forefront [33], [55]. Currently, DMN constitutes the standard notation for modeling 

decisions within organizations [50], playing a crucial role in knowledge-intensive and decision-

intensive processes [51]. DMN has been successfully adopted both in academia and industry [33], 

[51], receiving increasing attention as a means of externalizing decisions from process flow and 

automating decision enactments for processes [54], [59]. 

According to DMN, a decision determines an output on the basis of the evaluation of predefined 

inputs [54]. The DMN standard defines two levels of decision modeling, namely the decision 

requirement level, represented by the Decision Requirement Diagram (DRD) and the decision 

logic level, captured by decision tables [34], [51], [54], [56]. More specifically, a DRD constitutes 

a visual representation of business decisions, emphasizing the input details and the decision 

interrelationships, while facilitating the hierarchical structuring of decisions [33], [54]. Comprised 

mainly of decision nodes, represented by rectangles, input data, depicted by ovals, as well as 
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information requirements, rendered by arrows, DRD representations capture the decision logic 

in an intuitive way, bridging the gap between business and IT. Delving into the second level of 

decision modeling with DMN, decisions are captured in a tabular form, namely in decision tables, 

where decision rules are defined, consisting of conjunctions of input and output parameters [33], 

[34]. Considering that such decision tables might be evaluated further by decision engines, DMN 

provides the declarative FEEL (Friendly Enough Expression Language) expression language for the 

notation and the syntax expressions of the decision logic [50], [51]. In this regard, DMN 

constitutes an executable notation, where decisions are captured at a logical level and the 

semantic constructs of DMN are defined by a formal XML meta-model [2], [33], [52]. As a result, 

decision engines are able to interpret DMN models by reading XML files and execute the models 

directly, paving the way for the automation of decision-making processes [2]. 

In Figure 23, a DRD is rendered, illustrating decision requirements and interrelationships for a 

loan eligibility assessment, while in Figure 24, the decision logic level is displayed on terms of 

predefined inputs (i.e., Risk Category) and outputs (i.e., Credit Contingency Factor) of a DMN 

decision table. 

 

 

Figure 23 - DRD: loan eligibility assessment [50] 

 

 

Figure 24 - DMN Decision Table [58] 
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2.5.3 BPMN and DMN integration 

 

With the introduction of DMN, decisions can be separated from business processes, applying the 

principle of Separation of Concerns (SoC) [55]. However, with its excessive adoption both in 

academia and industry, research challenges arise on whether decisions and processes can be 

separated, yet, consistently integrated [33], [54]. Considering that DMN is designated to be a 

complementary standard to the BPMN notation [58], emphasis is placed on process and decision 

management integration [50]. In this regard, decisions can be externalized and encapsulated in 

separate DMN models and at the same time linked to the invoking context of business processes 

that are rendered in BPMN models [51]. As a result, decision outcomes can be utilized and 

returned as inputs to the process control flow, facilitating the integration of process and decision 

management [50]. 

A considerable amount of literature has investigated the combination of BPMN and DMN 

standards. The BPMN notation is considered to highlight the business logic of processes, 

determining which activities can be executed and by what order, while the DMN notation is 

associated with the decision logic of business operations, delineating the decision results [34]. In 

[55], the authors propose the business rule tasks of BPMN standard, as an instrument of invoking 

the decision logic of DMN models and replacing the cascading gateways of BPMN models. Hasić 

et al. [54], introduce five principles (5PDM) for integrated process and decision modeling, while 

in [51], the aforementioned principles are utilized in order to render processes decision-aware 

and decision-intelligent. Interestingly, in [59], adhering to the paradigm of Service-Oriented 

Architecture (SOA), Decision as a Service (DaaS) paradigm is introduced, presenting decisions as 

externalized services that processes need to invoke in order to receive their decision result. In 

[56], the authors investigate on IoT processes the advantages of BPMN+DMN paradigm, over the 

BPMN approach, concluding that aggregation of context information, as well as scalability and 

flexibility are well refined.  

Overall, the integration of business processes and decisions is expected to be a cornerstone in 

business process management in the years to come [33]. Importantly, process and decision 

models can have their own consistency [55], yet ideally be integrated, considering each other as 

a black box [55] and defining merely the required input and output parameters [50]. Process 

model complexity, based on model-size based metrics, is deemed to be decreased [56], while 

traceability and transparency of decision-making processes are significantly refined.  However, 

new challenges arise in their modeling consistency, when modifications on decision models have 

impact on the process models and vice versa [50], [55], while additional complexity is introduced 

due to the introduction of additional decision models [56]. In Figure 25, the BPMN and DMN 

integration comes in frontline, by the means of invoking a DMN decision from a BPMN business 

rule task.  
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Figure 25 - BPMN and DMN integration [58] 

 

2.6 Executable process models 

 

Graphical representations of business processes highlight the visual structure of models, rather 

than shedding light on their technical aspects [10]. Primarily, they are tailored to describing and 

documenting business processes in a human-readable way [3]. On the other hand, executable 

models are precisely designated in a way that a computer is able to interpret and execute it [3]. 

Lying at the foundation of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), executable business processes 

constitute the intersection between BPM and Software Engineering (SE) [3].  
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Traditionally, general-purpose programming languages that interpret the flow of process models 

into programming code [3] have driven the implementation and execution of business processes. 

In this sense, their actual execution is expected to deviate from the desired behavior, posing a 

threat on their optimal enactment [42]. Additionally, due to the need to administer and 

implement differentiating and personalized business processes, organizations need to hard code 

their needs, that cannot be covered by default processes, delivered by standard software (e.g., 

SAP) [3]. As a result, they typically resort to code their unique needs, utilizing environment’s 

programming languages or proprietary development environment, in order to implement their 

personalized operations [3].  

However, with the advent of BPMN 2.0 and its introduction to token-based execution semantics 

and an XML serialization, a new way of implementing processes emerged [3], giving prominence 

to execution capabilities of a modeling language [28]. In this regard, BPMN constitutes a notation 

where visual details are combined with technical specifications within the same process model 

[41], [54], [60]. As a result, BPMN models remain effortlessly readable for business users, while 

all technical terms are hidden in the background as XML code [2].  In fact, a clear mapping of 

descriptive business processes to executable ones is facilitated [3], while the distance between 

the desired and the actual behavior of process execution is minimized [42].  

Along with BPMN, DMN notation constitutes another modeling language, where all execution 
properties are stored in the background of decision models as XML code [58]. With the process 
and decision enactment, all activities and decisions are performed, following strictly the 
execution constraints that are specified in an XML format [10]. However, converting a conceptual 
model to executable one, details that were omitted for the sake of simplicity and 
understandability of the visual representation, should be specified [11], [3]. Prior to the execution 
of process models, bridging the diverging level of granularity between conceptual and executable 
models, is of utmost importance [5]. Additionally, all ambiguities, encompassed in the conceptual 
model need to be detected, preventing problems at the runtime [11], [42]. Overall, Dumas et al. 
[5], propose a five-step method to incrementally transform a conceptual process model into an 
executable one, which are summarized to: 1) Identify the automation boundaries, 2) Review 
manual tasks, 3) Complete the process model, 4) Bring the process model to an adequate level 
of granularity, and 5) Specify execution properties. In such an approach, conceptual process 
models are gradually transformed to IT-oriented, laying the foundation of process execution. 

 
 
2.7 Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) and Business Process 

Management Systems (BPMSs) 
 

With the rising interest in executing business processes, Workflow Management Systems 

(WfMSs) have come in frontline for the effective coordination and faster execution of business 

processes [61]. The concept of workflow has been around for years, while the first commercial 
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workflow management systems were introduced in the early nineties [10], [61], [62]. According 

to the Workflow Management Coalition and its Workflow Reference Model, introduced in 1995 

[63], a workflow is perceived to be “The computerized facilitation or automation of a business 

process, in whole or part”, while a WfMS is defined as “A system that completely defines, 

manages and executes “workflows” through the execution of software whose order of execution 

is driven by a computer representation of the workflow logic”. In this regard, a WfMS is able to 

perform a series of coordination activities, according to procedural rules that are predefined in 

an executable process model [27]. 

At its core, a workflow engine, lying at the workflow runtime enactment service, takes care of 

the coordination, control and execution of workflows [11]. Acting as a centralized agent that 

controls process orchestrations [10], an engine interprets executable models, as these models 

were the source code of software solutions [2]. While, the terms of workflow engine, process 

engine and execution engine have been utilized interchangeably in literature, for the premise of 

this thesis the workflow engine term is primarily adopted.  

Interestingly, in most enterprise application systems, such as ERPs, workflow components are 

embedded as integral parts of their software (Figure 26). Running a set of executable workflow 

models, they are able to get customized and provide processes to a higher architecture level, 

namely the graphical user interface [10]. However, instead of focusing on workflow components 

of single applications, a WfMS can be additionally perceived as a “middleware” system that 

orchestrates the integration of diverse applications, such as mainframe legacy systems and ERP 

applications [27] (Figure 27).  Importantly, high degree of flexibility is engendered, considering 

that modifications of process models change the behavior of a WfMS. In such a model-driven 

approach, business processes are enacted directly, without hard-coding any changes [10]. 

 

      

Figure 26 - Workflow components in enterprise application systems [10] 
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Figure 27 - WfMS as middleware system [10] 

 

Currently, with the rising interest in executable BPMN 2.0 business processes, a new generation 

of proprietary and open-source workflow engines has emerged, supporting and driving process 

execution according to BPMN 2.0 specification [3], [39]. At their core, a workflow engine 

interprets and executes the process logic of a predefined BPMN 2.0 model, ensuring that the 

right information reaches the right person or computer application at the right time [5]. In such 

a scenario, the workflow engine is aware of the process control flow, knowing at any time what 

has to be performed next [2]. Hence, the WfMS is able to transfer work items to user participants, 

execute software tasks, as well as invoke third-systems by utilizing web-services and different 

messaging protocols [3], as specified in the process model [10] (Figure 28).  

 

 

Figure 28 - System integration with a BPMN 2.0 workflow engine [10] 
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With the evolution of business processes and the need to monitor, administer and optimize 

them, contemporary Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) have gradually replaced 

WfMSs. A BPMS constitutes an enhanced variant of a WfMS, focusing not only on process 

execution, but also on process design, process administration, instance monitoring and process 

optimization [13], [18]. Weske [10], emphasizing on a BPMS’s capability in process enactment, 

explicitly defines that “A business process management system is a generic software system that 

is driven by explicit process representations to coordinate the enactment of business processes”. 

With a more comprehensible perspective of a BPMS, Reijers [8] articulates that “A BPMS is 

typically described as a piece of generic software that supports activities such as the modeling, 

analysis and enactment of business processes”.  Mainly comprised of an execution engine, a 

process modeling tool, a worklist handler and an administrative and process monitoring tool, a 

BPMS lays the foundation for process transparency, traceability, automation and reduced lead 

times and hand-off errors [5], [8].  

Ultimately, contemporary organizations have a current demand and impetus to incorporate 

BPMS platforms in their daily operations [13]. Today, there is a plethora of BPMSs, either 

proprietary or distributed as open-source BPM platforms [12], [60], that extend the 

functionalities of earliest generations of WfMSs and provide more sophisticated build-time and 

runtime capabilities, as well as enhanced features for system integration [8].  Notwithstanding a 

plethora of advantages introduced by BPMSs, the low level of process orientation within 

organizations, is characterized in literature as an influential and inhibitory factor for the success 

of every BPMS initiative [8]. 

 

2.8 Workflow and Business Process Automation (BPA) 
 

While benefits can be derived from every BPMS initiative, there are potentially more to be 

acquired if such systems are utilized as driver forces for the automation of key business processes 

[62]. Process automation has been around for years, from the advent of the industry revolution 

and the introduction of factory machines [64], where activities conducive to automation were 

transposed to machine production [30]. In the context of organizations, traditional information 

technology (IT) has been historically the key enabler for work automation [64]. From the early 

1970s and the introduction of computing technology in the office work, to the office automation 

prototype in the 1990s, the aim was to eliminate paperwork and facilitate the automation of a 

large dimension of office load [15]. With the excessive adoption of information systems in the 

workplace, processes became partially or totally automated, focusing on production efficiency 

and cost reduction [22]. 
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In today’s changing market, everything has to be performed faster with greater flexibility and 

agility [65]. In this context, Business Process Automation (BPA) is perceived to refine 

organizational efficiency by eliminating redundant procedures, restructuring human capital and 

implementing software solutions with the ubiquitous adoption of Information Technology (IT) 

[53], [66], [67]. As the art and science of executing automatically tedious and repetitive tasks, 

special attention is given on eliminating the superfluous and non-value adding activities, while 

focusing on operations that truly create value [66], [68]. Additionally, automation of business 

processes is closely-related with workflow automation. Leading to minimized error rates, user 

satisfaction and reliability, workflow automation provides unprecedented opportunities to 

orchestrate work and increase performance [27]. The main objective of workflow automation is 

to automate business processes and decisions with the leverage of a workflow engine [27]. In 

such an approach, computerized information flows execute faster routine tasks and decisions 

without the need for human intervention [66]. As a result, work units are automatically assigned 

to human participants and software applications, progress can be monitored and events are 

automatically logged, serving for analysis and redesign purposes [62]. 

Taking into account that the number of processes inside organizations dramatically increases, a 

need has engendered to support business processes by means of automation techniques [69]. 

Process automation, thus, is a digital transformation imperative, driving growth and efficiency in 

contemporary organizations. With rapid changes in how business operations are performed and 

the need to deliver service more efficiently [70], process automation is purported to speed 

operations and facilitate automated process execution and decision-making [66]. 

 

2.9 Ubiquitous Penetration of Information Technology (IT) and the Digital 

Transformation (DT) of today’s organizations 
 

Having highlighted the BPA concept, Information Technology (IT) and Digital Transformation (DT) 
of today’s organizations are deemed to be the key enablers and driving forces for such initiatives. 
Since information systems are rendered to be the focal pillar of every business operation, IT has 
ubiquitously penetrated all concepts of BPM [10]. Considering their evolving role, from their 
supporting nature in office automation to today’s excessive prevalence, IT has changed the way 
of doing business [71]. With the perpetual emergence of new software applications and 
innovative technologies, organizations strive to enhance the user experience, rationalize their 
business operations and launch innovative products and services [72]. Interestingly, while IT 
supports individual tasks in isolation, organizations are more efficient if systems are integrated 
in every part of their operations [3]. As a result, IT is a key instrument to refine business 
operations and reinvent process automation [5]. However, due to the extensive prevalence of IT 
systems in the organization’s ecosystem, such as the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, 
the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems and the Supply Chain Management 
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(SCM) systems, to exemplify some, there is a current impetus towards an optimal system 
integration, in a way that information exchange and system consistency is facilitated [5]. 
 
Given the fact that organizations operate in a dynamic environment, the ability to adapt core 

business operations to the changes in the environment, is a key factor for competency and 

satisfying the ongoing, dynamic needs of customers [16], [65]. Maintaining that competitive 

advantage in today’s era of global digitalization is more crucial than ever before [3]. However, 

the mere embracement of IT, without harmonizing the organization’s strategies with the modern 

disruptive and innovative technologies, can lead enterprises to be out of business very soon [15]. 

Therefore, Digital Transformation (DT) has come in forefront as an approach of creating new 

business models that entail radical changes in the way of doing business, driven highly by the 

adaptation to the digital age [72]. For the premise of this thesis, the following definition of DT is 

well adopted, since it highlights process automation as an integral part of digital transformation 

initiatives. According to Clohessy et al. [73], “DT is concerned with the changes digital 

technologies can bring about in a company’s business model, which result in changed products 

or organizational structures or automation of processes”.  

Today, with the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, digital transformation is deemed to be more 

imperative than ever before [74]. Considering the remote work, the changing working conditions, 

as well as the force to traditional companies to go online, the COVID-19 crisis has come to 

accelerate the digital transformation of today’s organizations and consolidate the process 

automation initiatives, assisting them to stay competitive and avoid short-term economic 

collapse [70], [74].   

 

2.10 Summary 

 

This chapter presented the theoretical background of this thesis, laying a robust foundation for 

its practical scope. Process thinking notion is deemed to constitute a focal pillar of every process-

oriented organization, seeking to remain competitive and refine its key operations. With the 

emergence of BPM paradigm and the focus on business processes concept, a plethora of 

modeling techniques came in frontline, serving as the means for rendering business interactions 

in a more perspicuous way. One such, BPMN has been established as the de facto process 

modeling technique. However, considering that decisions constitute a separate concern in 

process modeling, DMN emerged as the standard notation for modeling decision-making 

processes and decoupling the decision logic out from the process logic of BPMN models. 

Executable both in nature, their integration can serve as the source code for every BPMN and 

DMN based workflow engine, lying at the core of WfMSs and their enhanced variants, namely 

BPMSs. Altogether, process and decision enactment by a workflow engine, enhances the 
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automatic execution of operational processes and decisions, while process automation is well 

attainable, facilitating, thus, the digital transformation imperatives of today’s organizations. 
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CHAPTER 3: Modeling business processes with BPMN  

 

This chapter delves into the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) and its expressive 

power for modeling business processes. The aim is to establish a robust understanding of its 

fundamental construct elements, to elucidate more advanced BPMN elements and modeling 

concepts, as well as to explicitly denote the modeling power that process modelers have at their 

disposal. The chapter starts with an introduction to BPMN notation, as a standard modeling 

technique for modeling business processes. Thereafter, presenting a set of BPMN elements, 

special focus is given on their correct utilization inside BPMN models. Throughout this chapter, 

advanced BPMN modeling comes in forefront, leveraging the full BPMN element armory. In this 

regard, advanced process concepts, such as interrupting and non-interrupting boundary events, 

exception handling and transaction compensation, frequently omitted in most modeling 

initiatives, are meticulously rendered. Finally, the chapter concludes with the inability of BPMN 

notation to render the decision logic of business processes and its subsequent complexity 

escalation. Overall, for the premise of this chapter, the main source of information is educed 

from the BPMN 2.0 specification [46], from Dumas et al. and their work “Fundamentals of 

Business Process Management” [5], as well as from Camunda’s CEOs and their work “Real-Life 

BPMN” [2], imparting both an academic point of view and an industrial perspective around the 

BPMN spectrum.  

 

3.1 Introduction to BPMN 
 

Business Process Model and Notation, commonly abbreviated as BPMN, was originally 

introduced in 2004 by the Business Process Modeling Initiative (BPMI) as a graphical notation for 

modeling business processes [28]. In 2006, BPMN was adopted by Object Management Group 

(OMG) and since then it is considered to be the de facto modeling notation for rendering business 

interactions [39]. With the advent of BPMN 2.0 in 2011, execution semantics of BPMN elements 

were introduced in a standardized format [46], giving rise to its higher adoption both in academia 

and industry for modeling and executing business operations. As such, BPMN was accepted as an 

ISO (ISO/IEC 19510:2013) standard [44], [49], establishing itself as the most prevalent notation 

in the BPM spectrum.     

Being a method of unambiguous communication between systems, IT and non-technical business 

analysts [12], BPMN is deemed to bridge the gap between business and IT [2], [5]. In this regard, 

both strategical and operational details are able to be captured in a single BPMN model [2], [46], 

facilitating the common understanding of various stakeholders, ranging from process 

participants, who perform the process, to process analysts, who graphically render the business 
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process, and to process engineers, who will ultimately implement the process, leveraging 

technology [2].  

Establishing a strategic BPMN process model, an immediate understanding of the process logic 

is communicated to all process stakeholders. In the course of BPM lifecycle, the operational 

BPMN process models come in frontline, as human and technical interactions are rendered. In 

this way, leveraging the powerful BPMN symbol armory, process analysts are able to meticulously 

capture the process logic in their models, while any technical details, necessary for process 

execution and automation, are hidden in the underlying BPMN model as XML code. Thus, BPMN 

models remain effortlessly readable for the business users, as any technical terms, indispensable 

to their execution, are hidden in their background [2].  

Ultimately, upon rendering a process model in BPMN, process analysts might contemplate the 

power that have at their disposal. A full understanding of BPMN semantics, thus, is an imperative 

foundation so as to reap its powerful potentials [2]. Ranging from fundamental to advanced 

BPMN modeling, notation’s elements are divided in main categories, which highlight a different 

aspect of business operations (Figure 29). At first, initial focus is given on process participants, 

utilizing the BPMN pools and lanes elements. Subsequently, shedding light on process behavior, 

BPMN activities, gateways and events, emerge as fundamental components of every BPMN 

model. Moreover, denoting the flow of the process and participants’ interactions, BPMN 

sequence flows, message flows and association flows, come in forefront as integral parts of every 

BPMN model. Additionally, rendering the data flow of business processes, BPMN data objects 

and data stores, are widely adopted, while BPMN artifacts, like text annotations and groups, 

increase the comprehensibility of process models. Altogether, with the correct BPMN modeling 

of business operations, misinterpretations and ambiguities, arising from freeform textual 

descriptions can be well mitigated, while paving the way for a more straightforward 

communication within an organization [5]. 

 

 

Figure 29 - BPMN elements [2] 
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3.2 Rendering participants in process models: BPMN pools and lanes 
 

As business processes inside organizations become more complex, in the vast majority of cases, 

more than one entity, namely process participant, is involved during their operation. Utilizing the 

BPMN notation, a process participant is explicitly captured by a pool element, illustrated as a 

rectangle. Each pool, representing the highest-level of control in business processes, symbolize 

the process boundaries for a specific participant. Depending on the desired level of granularity, 

the process flow for process participants might be hidden, by transforming their expanded pools 

as “black boxes” and collapsed elements.  

Interestingly, shedding light on the way that various participants can interact with each other, as 

the process unfolds, BPMN pools can communicate and interact, leveraging the BPMN message 

flows [5]. Being illustrated as dashed lines that are strictly utilized outside of BPMN pools, they 

primarily denote the direction of messages between different process participants. In this regard, 

an extremely important aspect of BPMN arises, considering that even if participants interact 

within the same end-to-end process, every participant has a different understanding and 

perspective of the process [2]. In this way, participants are merely interested in their process 

flow, while they are able to interact with other participants by exchanging messages. To this 

extent, collaboration diagrams come in frontline, highlighting the interactions between process 

participants (Figure 30).  

 

 

Figure 30 - Collaboration diagram with message flows 

 

In turn, visualizing a participant’s process with a higher level of precision, BPMN lanes arise as 

intrinsic parts of pools. In fact, BPMN pools can be divided in more than one BPMN lanes, where 

each of them constitutes a graphical sub-division of a BPMN pool, representing responsibilities 

that are assigned to a specific person, department, role, application, etc. [2]. As a result, the flow 

of the process remains strictly inside a participant’s pool, while it can move between different 

lanes (Figure 31).  
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Figure 31 - BPMN pool and lanes 

 

 

3.3 BPMN activities 
 

Business processes are comprised of a plethora of activities that are necessary to be executed so 

as to deliver the desired outcome [10]. Frequently encountered as BPMN tasks, they lay on the 

core of BPMN notation as they render an action that is required to happen [5]. Due to the 

powerful BPMN armory, there is a variety of task types that business modelers are able to resort 

to, during their process modeling initiatives. Each of these tasks should have a unique label, 

epitomizing the activity that is required to be executed [2]. According to Mendling et al. [29], the 

comprehension of a process model is negatively affected by vagueness in activity labels. Among 

BPMN modelers prevail a vast majority of modeling conventions. As such, a naming convention 

for BPMN tasks, namely a verb and object pattern, facilitates not only the correct naming of tasks, 

but also the understandability of the process logic and the communication between business and 

IT [2], [5].  

Embarking on a BPMN journey, a concrete understanding of the BPMN task types might seem 

imperative for the day-to-day engagement with BPMN and the understanding of the different 

task type functionalities. Admittedly, BPMN 2.0 tasks serve both human and non-human 

intervention. They are represented as rectangles, while they are annotated on their top left 

corner with different symbols. Task elements in BPMN are connected with each other leveraging 

the sequence flows, that render the time-logic sequence of the BPMN objects [2]. In addition, 

they are supplemented with task markers, which are annotated in the bottom area of task types 

and indicate an additional process logic to task elements. Both task types and task markers, 

supported by BPMN 2.0, are presented in Table 2. 
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BPMN Tasks 

Task 

  

BPMN tasks are utilized for rendering a 

specific activity that needs to be 

executed. 

Task Type Symbol Functionality 

Manual Task 
  

An activity that is executed by human 

actors without the usage of IT systems. 

This type of task is not automatically 

assigned by a workflow engine to a 

user’s task list. 

User Task 
                    

An activity that is executed by human 

actors with the assistance of an 

application or an IT system. It might be 

assigned to them by a workflow engine, 

since this type of task is placed 

automatically to a user’s tasks list. 

Receive Task 
 

An activity that waits for the arrival of 

an external message. The execution of 

the process cannot be continued unless 

a specific message is received. 

Send Task 
 

An activity that sends a specific message 

to an external recipient. Send tasks can 

be automatically executed by engines. 

Service Task 
 

An activity that uses some sort of 

service, such as a Web Service or an 

automated application. This type of task 

is performed automatically without 

human intervention. 

Script Task 
                        

An activity that is automatically 

executed by a workflow engine. This 

type of tasks is written in a language 

that the workflow engine is able to 

interpret. 

Business Rule Task 
 

An activity utilized for the 

implementation of business rules in a 

process model. This type of task might 

additionally be linked to DMN notation, 

as a means of referencing DMN models 

from BPMN models. 

BPMN Task Markers 

Marker Type Symbol Functionality 
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Compensation Marker 
 

Represents a compensation handler 

task in case of a compensation event is 

triggered in a process. In fact, it is 

utilized for compensations only and 

indicates a task that is outside the 

normal process flow. 

Loop Marker 
 

Indicates a repetition of a task until a 

defined condition either applies or 

ceases to apply.  

Multiple instance Marker 
Parallel Multi Instance Indicates a task that needs to be 

executed multiple times, either in 

parallel or sequentially.  Sequential Multi Instance 

Table 2 - BPMN tasks (Adaptation from [2] and [46]) 

 

3.4 BPMN gateways 
 

3.4.1 Modeling with BPMN gateways 

 

Each time that a process execution is triggered, a new process instance is generated. For the sake 

of understandability, a process instance can be cognitively associated with a token, which flows 

inside a process until it gets consumed. Each process instance, however, might follow different 

routing paths depending on certain circumstances, conditions and the embedded process logic. 

In this direction, BPMN provides a specific type of elements, namely the gateway element, 

illustrated by a diamond, that serves towards the modeling of routing points in business 

processes. Depending on the process data (i.e., process variables), once the process instance (i.e., 

token) arrives at a gateway element, one or more paths can be activated. In this regard, a 

cardinality of process tokens is generated, based not only on the type of the utilized gateway 

element, but also on the evaluation of the gateway’s conditions.  

Interestingly, irrespective of the utilized gateway type, gateway elements can be classified into 

two fundamental categories, namely the split and join gateways (Figure 32). Admittedly, a split 

gateway receives an incoming sequence flow, while it has two or more outgoing sequence flows, 

indicating the division of a process flow after the evaluation of a condition. Thus, once the process 

instance arrives at a split gateway, one, more or all outgoing sequence flows can be activated, 

causing the generation of a corresponding number of tokens. Conversely, a join gateway has two 

or more incoming sequence flows and exactly one outgoing flow, denoting primarily the 

intersection of flow paths. As such, a join gateway, depending on the gateway type, indicates the 

required number of tokens that need to arrive, before the process instance can be further 

executed.  
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Figure 32 - Split and join gateways 

 

Ranging from fundamental BPMN gateways, namely the Exclusive (XOR), Inclusive (OR) and 

Parallel (AND) gateways, to more advanced gateway elements, such as the Complex and the 

Event-Based gateways, they are undoubtedly an integral part of every BPMN modeling initiative. 

The aforementioned gateway types, along with their functionality, are rendered in Table 3. 

 

BPMN Gateways 

Gateway 

 

BPMN gateways are 

utilized for modeling 

diverging and 

converging points in 

business processes. 

Gateway Type Symbol Split Gateway Join Gateway Functionality 

D
at

a
-b

as
e

d
  

Exclusive 

Gateway (XOR) 
 

The exclusive split 

gateway is utilized to 

generate mutually 

exclusive alternative 

paths, that only one of 

them can be taken on 

the basis of a 

condition. 

The exclusive join 

gateway is utilized to 

merge alternative paths, 

where there is no any 

synchronization. 

The exclusive 

gateway indicates 

mutually exclusive 

alternative paths, 

where a routing 

decision is based on 

process data. 

Inclusive 

Gateway (OR) 
 

The inclusive split 

gateway is utilized to 

generate independent 

alternative paths, 

where one, more or all 

of them can be 

followed on the basis 

of a condition. 

The inclusive join 

gateway is utilized to 

merge independent 

alternative paths, where 

there is a 

synchronization of 

activated flow paths, 

before the process 

being further executed. 

The inclusive 

gateway denotes 

independent 

alternative paths, 

where a routing 

decision is based on 

process data. 
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Parallel 

Gateway 

(AND)  

The parallel split 

gateway is utilized to 

generate parallel flows 

that can be executed 

concurrently, without 

evaluating any 

condition. 

The parallel join 

gateway is utilized to 

synchronize parallel 

flows, before the 

process is further 

executed. 

The parallel gateway 

denotes the 

parallelism of paths, 

where no condition 

is evaluated before. 

Complex 

Gateway 
 

In practical models, the 

complex split gateway 

is rarely utilized. 

The complex join 

gateway is utilized for 

the realization of m out 

of n merges before the 

process is further 

executed. 

 

The complex 

gateway, mainly 

utilized as join node, 

denotes a complex 

synchronization 

behavior, where the 

desired outcome is 

the realization of m 

out of n merges. 

Ev
en

t-
b

as
e

d
 

Event-based 

Gateway 
 

The event-based split 

gateway is utilized to 

generate mutually 

exclusive alternative 

paths, where exactly 

one path is taken 

based on the 

occurrence of a 

subsequent event, 

rather than the 

evaluation of process 

data. 

In practical models, the 

event-based join 

gateway is rarely 

utilized. In most of the 

cases, an exclusive join 

gateway is used instead. 

The event-based 

gateway is utilized 

when routing 

decisions are based 

on the occurrence of 

a subsequent event, 

rather than the 

evaluation of process 

data. 

Table 3 - BPMN gateways (Adaptation from [2] and [46]) 

 

Having presented the full-set of BPMN gateways, the usage of an exclusive and parallel gateway 

is displayed in Figure 33. Interestingly, parallel gateways are utilized as a classic process 

optimization technique, namely a redesign heuristic, due to the fact that the total running time 

of a process can be significantly decreased.  In fact, between a split and a merge parallel gateway, 

there might be more than one branches, comprised of one or more activities. The branch which 

takes more processing time to be completed, however, is the only one taken into account, 

determining, thus, the total runtime of the process. 
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Figure 33 - Usage of exclusive and parallel gateways in a BPMN model 

 

3.4.2 Advanced modeling with BPMN gateways 

 

The expressive power of BPMN undoubtedly emerges when delving into more advanced BPMN 

elements. In this sense, complex and event-based gateways, frequently omitted in most 

modeling initiatives, can be characterized as enhanced variants of gateway elements. More 

specifically, a complex gateway, mainly utilized as a join node, renders intersection points, where 

m out of n merges need to be synchronized, before the process can be further executed. 

Interestingly, in case of a realization of m merges, a single token traverses the outgoing sequence 

flow, while if more tokens keep reaching the complex merge node, they are ignored and 

automatically consumed. In the following example (Figure 34), in case two out of the three 

incoming merges are executed, the complex gateway is activated and the process continues to 

Task E. 

 

Figure 34 - Complex gateway 
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Another advanced gateway element, namely the event-based gateway, is an alternative way of 

designing process paths in BPMN models. Notably, routing paths are followed based on the 

occurrence of subsequent events, rather than evaluating process data (i.e., process variables). 

According to the BPMN specification [46], an event-based gateway can merely be followed by 

intermediate message, signal, timer, conditional and multiple catching events (introduced in 

Section 3.5), as well as by a receive task, indicating that the routing decision is based on 

information that the process is not already aware of. Considering the token approach, once a 

token arrives at an event-based split gateway, it is required to wait until one of the subsequent 

events occurs. In this case, the process token follows the path where the triggered event is 

located, ignoring all the other events that might occur. In practical models, the event-based join 

gateway is rarely used and instead an exclusive (XOR) join gateway is utilized. In the following 

example (Figure 35), once a customer pays a requested order, they need to wait to receive the 

product or three days to be elapsed, before contacting the vendor. In this regard, the routing 

path is triggered on the basis of an event occurrence, without needing to evaluate any process 

data. 

 

 

Figure 35 - Event-based gateway (Adaptation from [75]) 

 

3.5 BPMN events 
 

3.5.1 Modeling with BPMN events 

 

Event elements constitute another fundamental concept of BPMN notation. Playing a crucial role 

in process modeling, they are deemed to bridge real situation events with processes, which react 

to these events or trigger them [10]. Based on their position in a process model, they are 

classified into three fundamental categories, namely, the start, intermediate and end events. 

Intuitively, start events indicate the trigger and the outset of a process execution, intermediate 
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events stand for milestones during a process lifecycle, while end events render a process 

completion.   

Irrespective of the event type (introduced in Section 3.5.3), BPMN events can be further classified 

to catching and throwing event elements. Interestingly, business processes interact with events 

when either something independent of the process fires an event (i.e., the process “catches” the 

event) or when the process itself triggers an event execution (i.e., the process “throws” an event). 

As a result, catching events, illustrated by an unfilled event marker, are triggered by external 

factors, where a trigger condition is satisfied (e.g., receive a message from an external 

participant), before the process instance being further executed. On the other hand, throwing 

events, depicted by a fill event marker, are triggered by the process itself, where an event is 

instantly activated, instead of waiting to react to a trigger condition (e.g., send a message to an 

external participant).  In Figure 36, the concepts of start, intermediate, end, catching and 

throwing events, are exemplified in a simple BPMN model. 

 

 

Figure 36 - BPMN events 

 

3.5.2 Advanced modeling with BPMN events 

 

Even if event elements are fundamentally utilized in practical BPMN modeling initiatives, 

advanced modeling concepts around BPMN events can highly increase the expressiveness of 

BPMN models. In this regard, boundary intermediate events, attached to the boundary of tasks, 

emerge as sophisticated BPMN elements that enhance the cognitive power of BPMN modeling.   
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Interestingly, while tasks are being processed, several events might occur, causing their 

interruption or their exceptional execution [2]. Depending on if the event occurrence interrupts 

the enclosing task execution, they are further being separated into interrupting and non-

interrupting boundary events. Depicted as attached events with a double continuous outline, 

boundary interrupting events completely cancel the task execution, while an exception flow, 

emanating from the boundary interrupting event, is further activated. In this regard, in the pool 

A of Figure 37, while the task A is being processed, an interrupting event occurrence immediately 

cancels the task A and the process instance triggers the task C. On the other hand, boundary non-

interrupting events, rendered as attached events with a double dashed outline, activate an 

exception flow path without cancelling the enclosing activity. In this sense, in the pool B of Figure 

37, while the task A is being processed, a non-interrupting event occurrence triggers an exception 

flow directing to task C, while the task A continues to be processed. With respect to token 

approach, the process instance, thus, cannot be finished unless all the generated tokens are 

consumed. However, the occurrence of a boundary intermediate event is ignored, once the task 

that is attached to, ceases to be active [2].  

 

 

Figure 37 - Boundary interrupting and non-interrupting events 
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3.5.3 Event types 

 

BPMN 2.0 supports a plethora of event types as it does for task and gateway types. Depending 

on the process logic, a variety of event types might be leveraged so as to appropriately adapt the 

BPMN model to the desired process logic. The full-set of BPMN event types, along with their 

functionality, is presented in Table 4, before delving into the error, terminate and compensation 

events in the following subsections. 

 

BPMN Events 

Event 
 

BPMN events are 

utilized for capturing 

important 

milestones of a 

process execution. 

Event type 
Start 

event 

Intermediate 

catching 

event 

Intermediate 

throwing 

event 

Boundary 

interrupting 

event 

Boundary non-

interrupting 

event 

End 

event 
Functionality 

Message 

event 
 

 

 
  

 

The message event 

is utilized when a 

message is 

forwarded to a 

specific recipient or 

when the process 

instance receives an 

external message. 

Timer event 
  

- 

   

- 

The timer event is 

utilized so as to 

denote the concept 

of time in a process 

model. 

Error event - - - 

 

- 

 

The error event is 

utilized so as to 

denote potential 

errors during a 

process execution. 

Conditional 

event   
- 

    

- 

The conditional 

event is utilized so 

as to denote a 

condition that needs 

to be satisfied during 

the process 

execution. 
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Signal event 
   

   
 

The signal event is 

utilized when 

messages (i.e., 

signals) are 

forwarded to a 

global audience, 

rather than a specific 

recipient, or when 

the process instance 

receives an external 

signal. 

Link event - 
  

- - - 

The link event is 

utilized so as to 

connect two 

sections of a 

process, avoiding 

long sequence flow 

lines. 

Terminate 

event 
- - - - - 

 

The terminate event 

is utilized so as to 

precociously 

terminate process 

instances. 

Compensation 

event 
- - 

 

 

 

- 
 

The compensation 

event is utilized in 

the context of 

triggering or 

handling 

compensations in a 

process execution. 

Escalation 

event 
- - 

 
  

 

The escalation event 

is utilized so as to 

communicate events 

from subprocesses 

to parent processes. 

Cancel event - - - 

 

- 

 

The cancel event is 

particularly utilized 

in the context of 

transaction 

subprocesses so as 

to denote the 

cancellation of an 

entire transaction. 

Multiple 

event    
  

 

The multiple event is 

utilized in a way that 

several event types 

can be encapsulated 

to a single symbol. 

Table 4 - BPMN events (Adaptation from [2] and [46]) 
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(a) Error events and error handling in BPMN models 

 

Error-prone processes constitute a fundamental road block to the efficiency and effectiveness of 

organizations. Admittedly, the immediate proper handling of process errors is an imperative 

requirement of today’s business administrations. In this regard, BPMN treats errors as first-class 

citizens inside process modeling, leveraging the error event elements for their proper handling. 

Interestingly, being utilized not only for technical errors, but also for business errors such as the 

unavailability of a product, they primarily indicate an error occurrence during the execution of a 

specific activity, while they establish a recovery procedure so as to handle this error.   

Α simple order handling process is introduced (Figure 38) so as to delve into the concept of error 

events in BPMN notation and their capability for error handling. More specifically, once an order 

is received, the customer details are checked, before the product availability being estimated. In 

case of a product’s unavailability, the process ends with an error occurrence, indicating a failure 

during its execution. On the other hand, the product is received from warehouse and 

subsequently the total cost is automatically calculated, before the product being delivered. 

Nonetheless, in case an error occurrence during the automatic calculation of the order’s cost, a 

recovery procedure is established by calculating manually the total cost. For this purpose, an 

interrupting error event is attached to the boundary of the service task, indicating that in case of 

an error occurrence a recovery procedure is initialized and the error is handled by calculating 

manually the order’s cost. As such, not only is a potential error handled, but also the process 

instance continues being executed without the need of terminating the whole process [5]. 

 

 

Figure 38 - Error handling in BPMN models 
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(b) Terminate events and knock-out parts in BPMN processes 

 

Recognized as a fundamental redesign heuristic, knock-out parts in business processes are 

frequently encountered in today’s organizations so as to precociously terminate process 

executions that are doomed to fail. By adhering to the heuristics of knock-out parts in businesses 

processes, organizations are able to redesign their processes, let alone to refine substantially 

their key performance indicators (KPIs). According to Dumas et. al [5], a knock-out part is defined 

as a part of a business process where the negative evaluation of a condition causes the 

termination of the whole process. Thus, a process instance has to satisfy a sequence of various 

conditions, namely a plethora of knock-out parts, before being able to deliver a desired outcome.  

In this sense, terminate events are extensively utilized in BPMN models in order to establish 

knock-out parts in business processes and terminate them under certain circumstances. In Figure 

39, a sequence of terminate events is deployed into the process logic of a fictitious loan 

application process.  From a bank’s perspective, a number of knock-out parts is established in 

order to precociously terminate defective process instances which lack of needed requirements. 

As a result, once a process instance reaches a terminate event, all the alive process tokens are 

immediately consumed, leading to the whole process termination. The process, thus, is 

immediately terminated, before upcoming activities have come, saving in this way valuable 

resources, let alone time and cost.  

 

 

Figure 39 - Terminate events and knock-out parts in BPMN models 
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(c) Compensation events and compensation handling in BPMN models 

 

Considering the complex processes of modern organizations, a notorious challenge for 

organizations and business analysts is to successfully handle instances that require 

compensations. In this regard, compensation events are widely utilized in BPMN models so as to 

compensate tasks that have been previously completed [2]. For this reason, a compensation 

handler is established in order to perform steps, indispensable to reverse the effects of a previous 

completed activity [46]. According to BPMN specification [46], a compensation handler starts 

with a catch boundary compensation event, which directs to a compensation activity through an 

association flow, indicating in this way that the compensation is outside the normal flow of the 

process (Figure 40).  

 

 

Figure 40 - Compensation handler (Adaptation from [46]) 

 

In Figure 41, a simple process model is illustrated rendering the compensation handling concept 

in BPMN models. More specifically, a compensation is triggered using a compensation throw 

event, which can either be an intermediate or an end event. In the underlying example, in case 

of an error occurrence during the “Charge credit card” service task, an intermediate throwing 

compensation event, namely the “Cancel booking” event, triggers a compensation which is 

propagated to all the relative compensation handlers within the process scope. In turn, 

compensation handlers are activated, directing the process instance to a compensation activity, 

and indicating, thus, the execution of an exception path rather than the regular process sequence 

[2]. 

Importantly, according to BPMN 2.0 specification [46], boundary compensation events are 

triggered only if the activities to which they are attached, have been successfully completed and 

are no longer active. In any other case, nonetheless, if activities to which compensation events 

are attached, are still active, they can only be cancelled rather than being compensated [46]. 
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Figure 41 - Compensation events and compensation handling in BPMN models 

 

 

3.6 BPMN subprocesses 
 

3.6.1 Modeling with BPMN subprocesses 

 

A subprocess constitutes another fundamental modeling concept in BPMN notation. Regarded 

as an alternative activity type, a subprocess has its own process logic, containing other BPMN 

elements, such as activities, events and gateways. Encompassing a lower-level process logic, a 

subprocess, thus, is a distinct graphical element within a process model [46]. Depending on the 

desired level of granularity, business analysts are able to utilize collapsed or expanded 

subprocesses in order to hide or show their details. Collapsed subprocesses, hence, are able to 

hide the complexity of detailed sequences, while expanded ones might thoroughly represent 

their process flow, within the view of the process in which they are contained [46].  

Considering a token approach, once a token arrives at the subprocess, it needs to wait until the 

subprocess is completely executed. In the meantime, a new token is generated within the 

subprocess boundaries, before it is finally consumed by an end event. Thereafter, the parent 

token traverses further the process paths until it gets consumed by its own end event. In Figures 

42 and 43, the concepts of collapsed and expanded subprocesses are exemplified within BPMN 

process models. 
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Figure 42 - Collapsed subprocess 

 

 

Figure 43 - Expanded subprocess 

 

3.6.2 Embedded and global subprocesses 

 

According to BPMN 2.0 specification [46], subprocesses can further be classified into embedded 

and global ones depending on the desired level of modularity. More specifically, embedded 

subprocesses, either as collapsed or expanded elements, are located within a pool or a lane of a 

parent process. Being not allowed to contain their own pools or lanes, their main functionality is 

to hide or reveal process details depending on the desired level of granularity. On the other hand, 

a global subprocess might be triggered from different parent processes by a means of a call 

activity, namely an activity with noticeably thicker borders [2], [46]. Global subprocesses, thus, 

constitute modular, let alone reusable parts of BPMN models, where they can be invoked by 

different processes utilizing their unique identifier [10]. In this regard, process flows are able to 

be moduled and reused from many parent processes without needing to change neither their 

structure nor their process logic.  

However, technically speaking, data transfer between parent processes and subprocesses 

differentiates in the context of embedded and global subprocesses. Importantly, embedded 

subprocesses are able to interpret directly all the available process data (i.e., process variables) 

of a parent process. On the other hand, a data mapping is indispensable to data transfer between 

parent processes and global subprocesses, considering their different scope during their 

integration [2].  
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The aforementioned concepts are illustrated in Figures 44 and 45, where embedded and global 

subprocesses are rendered respectively. In Figure 44, a loan application process is illustrated 

from a bank’s perspective, utilizing an embedded, let alone expanded subprocess, in order to 

shed light on the process logic behind the customer’s credibility check.  The same process, as well 

as an opening bank account process, are depicted on the upper and middle part of Figure 45, 

utilizing the paradigm of call activities so as to invoke the global “Check customer’s credibility” 

subprocess. In this regard, the same subprocess in invoked and reused from more than one 

parent processes, without modifying its process logic.  

 

 

Figure 44 - Embedded subprocess 

 

Figure 45 - Call activities and global subprocesses 
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3.6.3 Advanced modeling with BPMN subprocesses 

 

(a) Boundary events on subprocesses 

 

The aforementioned boundary interrupting and non-interrupting events, except for merely being 

attached to tasks, might be additionally attached to subprocess boundaries. Interestingly, while 

subprocesses are active, several events might occur, causing their interruption or their 

exceptional execution [2].  In this regard, as long as the subprocess is executed, boundary 

intermediate events are utilized as listeners to an event occurrence. Technically, the boundary 

events are triggered if the subprocess remains active, while in any other case, their occurrence is 

ignored. Considering the process logic of a BPMN model illustrated in Figure 46, once a 

cancellation request message is received during the execution of the “Process order” subprocess, 

a boundary interrupting message event is triggered, causing the interruption of the whole 

subprocess. Conversely, once an inquiry message is received while the “Process order” 

subprocess remains active, a new user task is generated in order to handle an inquiry without 

interrupting the execution of the subprocess.  

 

 

Figure 46 - Boundary events on subprocesses 

 

Moreover, instead of catching events, mainly triggered from external circumstances, boundary 

intermediate events on subprocesses are additionally utilized in order to handle event 

occurrences inside them. A subprocess, thus, is able to report an event occurrence to its parent 

process, where the event is handled based on the desired process logic. In Figure 47, once a 
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customer is evaluated as unreliable in the “Check customer’s credibility” subprocess, an error 

event is thrown, before being communicated to its parent process. In this sense, by utilizing an 

interrupting error event, attached to the subprocess, in case of an error occurrence during the 

subprocess execution, the interruption of the normal process flow is indicated. On the other 

hand, if more documents are needed for the customer’s credibility evaluation during the 

subprocess execution, an escalation event is thrown, before being reported to the parent scope. 

As a result, the parent process gets aware of an event occurrence inside the subprocess, before 

handling it in a specific way, on the basis of the desired process logic. 

 

 

Figure 47 - Boundary events on subprocesses - Communication of subprocesses with parent processes 

 

(b) Transaction subprocesses 

 

Transaction subprocesses constitute a distinct type of embedded subprocesses, where once 

utilized, additional functionalities emerge in process modeling initiatives with BPMN notation.  

Illustrated with a double border, they are exclusively being utilized for grouping activities in a 

transaction in the context of a business process [75]. According to BPMN specification [46], a 

transaction subprocess can successfully be completed or canceled, or interrupted by a hazard, 

that prevents it to normally be succeeded or get cancelled.   

Intuitively, a transaction which is neither canceled nor interrupted by a hazard, is successfully 

completed and the process instance leaves the transaction by following its outgoing sequence 
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flow. On the other hand, in case a process instance reaches a cancel end event within the 

transaction boundaries, the transaction gets cancelled and all compensation handlers of 

previously executed activities are triggered. Once all compensation has been completed, the 

process instance leaves the transaction by following the outgoing sequence flow, emanating from 

the attached boundary cancel event. However, in case the transaction is neither succeeded nor 

canceled, a hazard is detected, which in turn interrupts the transaction subprocess and the flow 

continues from the boundary error event without any compensation [76]. 

The usage of a transaction subprocess is exemplified in Figure 48, where a transaction is rendered 

within a product ordering example. In this sense, a customer is prompted to complete an order 

in the context of a transaction, where activities succeed or fail collectively. More specifically, in 

case of an error occurrence during the execution of the “Charge credit card” service task, a cancel 

end event is triggered, causing the cancellation of the entire transaction. As a result, all 

compensation handlers of previously executed activities are triggered, activating, thus, their 

compensation tasks (i.e., “Cancel order”, “Cancel payment”). Interestingly, a cancel intermediate 

event, attached to the boundary of the transaction (i.e., Order cancelled), will direct the flow 

after the transaction has been rolled back and all compensation has been completed [46]. 

Alternatively, in case of an error during the transaction execution, the transaction is interrupted 

and the flow of the process follows the outgoing sequence flow, emanating from its boundary 

error event (i.e., “System failure”). In any other case, the transaction is successfully completed 

and the product is ordered. 

 

 

Figure 48 - Transaction subprocess 
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(c) Event subprocesses 

 

Event subprocesses constitute another advanced modeling concept in BPMN notation. 

Recognized by their dotted-line frames, they are triggered by their interrupting or non-

interrupting start events, as long as their enclosing process, or subprocess, remains active. 

Importantly, considering that an event subprocess is not a part of the normal process flow, there 

are no incoming or outgoing sequence flows that connect it with its parent process [46]. In fact, 

each time that its start event is triggered, the event subprocess is activated, causing the 

interruption or the parallel execution of its enclosing process. 

Considering the process logic of a fictitious order handling process in Figure 49, the usage of an 

event subprocess is well exemplified. In this regard, as long as the process instance remains 

active, either an inquiry or an error-handling event-subprocess might be triggered. More 

specifically, once an inquiry message is received, the inquiry handling event-subprocess is 

triggered without interrupting its parent process, considering its non-interrupting start event. 

Conversely, in case of an error occurrence throughout the process execution, an error handling 

event-subprocess is triggered, causing the interruption of its enclosing process due to its 

interrupting start event.  

Ultimately, event-subprocesses are deemed to constitute a powerful modeling concept in BPMN 

notation. Reacting to events that might occur throughout the whole process instance execution, 

rather than during specific tasks, event-subprocesses are deemed to increase the expressive 

power of BPMN models, reflecting real case scenarios, frequently encountered in today’s 

business processes. 

 

Figure 49 - Event subprocess 
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3.7 Data modeling in BPMN models 

 

BPMN notation except for modeling the sequence and routing logic of business processes, is able 

to graphically illustrate the data flow inside a process. Considering that activities frequently need 

data in order to be executed, or alternatively produce data as a result of their execution [2], data 

modeling excessively enhances the expressiveness of BPMN models. 

In this regard, Data Object and Data Store elements, constitute the primary constructs for 

modeling data flows inside BPMN process representations. More specifically, Data Objects are 

utilized in order to render various kinds of information, irrespective of their physical nature, 

including paper documents, abstract information or electronic data [2]. By means of association 

flows, they are able to be connected with flow objects and sequence flows, indicating their origin 

and their direction inside the process flow. Moreover, Data Stores render the way that process 

activities retrieve or update data on the basis of the underlying process logic. As a result, BPMN 

tasks are able to refer to Data Stores, illustrating such interactions by means of association flows. 

The BPMN data modeling elements are presented in Table 5, before being utilized in a process 

example in Figure 50. 

 

BPMN data modeling elements 

Element Symbol Functionality 

Data object 

 

The data object element is utilized in 

order to graphically illustrate every 

piece of information (e.g., paper 

documents, electronic data, etc.), which 

flows inside a process. 

Data store 
 

The data store element is utilized in 

order to represent a software, a 

database or any other place where 

information is stored (e.g., journal), 

indicating how data is retrieved and 

stored within a process.      

Data association flow 
 

The data association flow is utilized in 

order to connect flow objects and 

sequence flows with data object and 

data stores. 

Table 5 - BPMN data modeling elements (Adaptation from [2] and [46]) 
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Figure 50 - Data modeling in BPMN models 

 

3.8 Rendering decision logic in BPMN models: From BPMN to DMN models 
 

Undoubtedly, within a business process context, operational decisions are frequently convoluted 

with activities, while they dominate the way in which the process unfolds [50]. Even if BPMN 

notation constitutes the standard technique for rendering business processes, it is not regarded 

to be tailored to the modeling of decision logic of business operations. Trying to render repetitive 

operational decisions with BPMN constructs, the complexity of BPMN models dramatically 

escalates, posing a threat to their understanding and their maintainability [34], [54]. Considering 

that there are various ways of incorporating decisions within the process logic of BPMN models, 

their identification is of utmost importance before treating them as separate concerns [50].  

Typically, decisions in BPMN models are frequently emulated with intricate process control flows, 

like BPMN gateways, leading to complex routing structures and the creation of spaghetti-like 

processes [34], [54], [56]. Since multiple decisions are arranged in sequence, cascading gateways 

are utilized in order to preserve their decision dependencies and the desired decision logic [34] 

(Figure 51). Contemplating, thus, that structural characteristics of process models are negatively 

correlated with their understanding [29], the increasing number of gateways and their control 

flow paths result in process models which are difficult to be maintained, implemented, let alone 

redesigned [34], [50]. 

Moreover, repetitive operational decisions in BPMN models can be encapsulated and hidden in 

script tasks, where the decision logic is embedded within a script code [56] (Figure 52). Utilizing 

a programming language that is able to be interpreted by a workflow engine, decisions are hard-

coded in the background of a script task. However, this makes hard to evaluate the outcomes 

and the factors for invoking the decisions, while it is more about coding rather than modeling 
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[56].  Apparently, when further conditions are added or old ones need to be removed, this entails 

changes in the script code, resulting in increasing changing costs, let alone time. 

 

Figure 51 - Rendering decision logic with cascading gateways 

 

 

Figure 52 - Rendering decision logic with script tasks 
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Thus, a notorious challenge for process modelers is to maintain the complex business logic of 

repetitive daily decisions outside of the process logic of their models. Embracing the Separation 

of Concerns (SoC) paradigm, already proposed in computer science, decision modeling can be 

regarded as a separate concern, where decisions are managed externally in separate decision 

models. In this regard, identifying decisions hidden in BPMN models and externalizing them, 

higher maintainability, understandability and agility of both processes and decisions are well 

attainable. For this purpose, Decision Model and Notation (DMN) is considered to be the 

standard method for achieving the separation of concerns paradigm, as well as to complement 

BPMN for modeling decisions related to process models [77]. The ultimate objective is to create 

integrated, yet separated, models that enhance the consistency and the optimal interaction 

between the process and decision logic of business operations. 

 

3.9 Summary 
 

This chapter presented the BPMN notation, as well as its fundamental and advanced capabilities 

in modeling business processes. BPMN is considered to be the de facto modeling language for 

rendering business operations in a graphical and executable interchange format.  Providing a 

powerful symbol armory, its expressive value is undoubtedly compelling when advanced 

construct elements come in frontline. In this regard, sophisticated process concepts, frequently 

neglected in fundamental modeling initiatives, such as the error handling, the compensation 

handling and the transaction procedures, enhance not only the cognitive power of BPMN 

representations, but also reflect real complex situations in a straightforward way. However, given 

the fact that activities and decisions are closely entwined in business processes, striving to render 

end-to-end processes in BPMN models, their complexity dramatically escalates when business 

decisions are captured excessively with BPMN constructs. As a result, capturing the decision logic 

of business processes, is considered to be a separate concern in process modeling. In this regard, 

Decision Model and Notation (DMN) emerges as the standard notation to model repetitive 

operational decisions, while it is interestingly well integrated with the BPMN notation.  
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CHAPTER 4: Modeling business decisions with DMN  

 

This chapter presents the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) and its capabilities to be 

integrated with the BPMN notation in end-to-end business processes. The main objective is to 

render how DMN treats the decision modeling as a separate concern, as well as to highlight how 

DMN decision models can be integrated with BPMN process models. The chapter starts with an 

introduction to DMN, as the prevalent standard for modeling repetitive operational decisions in 

a graphical and executable way. Presenting its two levels of decision modeling, namely the 

decision requirements and the decision logic level, special focus is given on the optimal utilization 

of its fundamental constructs, such as the Decision Requirement Diagrams (DRDs) and the 

Decision Tables. Subsequently, the chapter presents how DMN can be integrated with BPMN 

models by presenting the Decision as a Service (DaaS) paradigm, as well as the five principles for 

integrated Process and Decision Modeling (5PDM), as proposed in recent literature. Ultimately, 

the chapter concludes with the expected benefits of a decision and process model integration. 

 

4.1 Introduction to DMN 
 

Considering that BPM is moving towards the separation of concerns paradigm by externalizing 

decision logic from process flows [51], [54], the organizations’ ability to manage centrally their 

decisions is undisputedly vital to the success of every BPM initiative [2]. Even-if the concept of 

modeling decisions is not new, since rule-based systems have been leveraged by organizations 

over years, the need to model decisions and manage them as a separate concern, revived the 

interest in decision modeling techniques. In this regard, Decision Model and Notation (DMN) has 

lately come in forefront as a standard notation for modeling and automating decisions. 

Introduced in 2015 by Object Management Group (OMG), DMN (currently DMN 1.3) has been 

successfully adopted since then, both in academia and industry, filling the void of decision 

modeling in the BPM spectrum [51]. Bridging the gap between business and IT, DMN notation is 

deemed to constitute an intuitive standard for both business users and technical developers [2],  

[33], where a decision output is generated in a modeled, visible and executable way.     

Undoubtedly, decisions are an integral part of every business operation. According to the DMN 

specification [58], “a decision is the act of determining an output value (the chosen option), from 

a number of input values, using logic defining how the output is determined from the inputs”. 

However, even if decisions can be distinguished to operational and strategical ones, DMN 

exclusively focuses on recurrent operational decisions [58], that depend on an established 

decision logic. Considering their high frequency and process orientation [55], routine decisions 

that need to be made repeatedly every day [2] formalize the DMN’s scope, which intends to 
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define, depict and optionally automate them [58]. Conversely, strategical decisions that are 

primarily unique in nature, they are not worthwhile to be modeled with DMN notation, since 

they follow specific set rules without being integrated properly with operational processes [2].   

Interestingly, the DMN standard allows to model decisions on two levels, namely the decision 

requirements and the decision logic level [50], [54]. Upon the former, utilizing a Decision 

Requirements Diagram (DRD), decisions are modeled in a graphical and hierarchical way, where 

special attention is given to their interrelationships. However, even if this level of description is 

sufficient for business analysis, greater detail emerges upon delving into the decision logic level. 

In this way, the decision logic is encapsulated into decision tables, where its expressions are 

defined with the Friendly Enough Expression Language (FEEL) [58].  

Ultimately, given the fact that DMN was introduced as a standard to complement BPMN [58], 

which does not capture the decision logic in detail [33], research challenges arise in the context 

of integrating DMN with BPMN notation. In this sense, the main objective is to consistently 

integrate the aforementioned notations in end-to-end business processes in a way that business 

decisions are externally managed, before their outputs are utilized for task executions and 

routing decisions in BPMN models [2]. As a result, literature has proposed a plethora of 

approaches in order to integrate DMN decision models with BPMN process models, while for the 

premise of this thesis, the Decision as a Service (DaaS) paradigm [59] and the five principles for 

integrated Process and Decision Modeling (5PDM) [54], are well adopted and presented in the 

following lines. 

 

4.2 DMN Constructs 

 

4.2.1 Decision Requirements Diagram (DRD) 

 

Delving into the notation and embarking on decision modeling initiatives with DMN, the decision 

requirements level come in frontline as the first stage of capturing a decision-making process. 

Utilizing a Decision Requirements Diagram (DRD) for this purpose, decisions are modeled in a 

graphical way, where special attention is given to their requirements and their interrelationships. 

According to the DMN specification [58], “A DRD shows how a set of decisions depend on each 

other, on input data, and on business knowledge models”. In this regard, considering today’s 

complex decisions that highly depend on a vast number of inputs, as well as on the outcomes of 

previously enacted decisions, DRDs can be considered powerful instruments for rendering such 

complex decision-making in an intuitive and graphical way.  
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In its simpler format, a DRD is mainly comprised of decisions, inputs and business knowledge 

models, that collectively define the fundamental notation of the decision requirements level. 

Admittedly, a decision node, illustrated as a rectangle, is considered to be the focal component 

of every DRD. Depending on the outcomes of lower-level decisions and a plethora of input data, 

illustrated as oval elements, decisions are associated with their input parameters, utilizing the 

DRD’s information requirement arrows. Upon evaluating the received input data, decisions 

invoke one or more business knowledge models, which encapsulate the business “know-how” 

and the decision logic behind every decision [58]. In this sense, DRD defines the knowledge 

requirement arrows, tailored to the modeling of the invocation of a business knowledge model 

by one or more decisions. Additionally, knowledge sources, associated with decision nodes or 

business knowledge models, by the means of authority requirement arrows, denote an authority 

or a source of knowledge, like a source document from which the desired knowledge is derived 

or a domain expert who maintains and updates the desired decision logic [58].  

Ultimately, decision models, captured in the context of a DRD, facilitate the hierarchical decision 

modeling [24], where the upper elements are deemed to “require” information from the lower 

ones [58]. As a result, DMN enhances the information aggregation and the hierarchy of decision 

information in different levels of granularity, by aggregating low-level information into higher-

level one [56]. In Table 6, the DRD elements are presented, before being utilized in a simple DRD 

representation model in Figure 53. 

 

 DRD elements  

Element Symbol Functionality 

Decision 
  

A decision node illustrates an output 

from a number of inputs, after invoking 

the decision logic of one or more 

business knowledge models. 

Input Data 
  

An input data element illustrates the 

information that is required as input by 

one or more decisions. 

Business Knowledge Model 
  

A business knowledge model renders 

the decision logic and the business 

“know-how” behind each decision.  

Knowledge Source 

  

A knowledge source illustrates an 

authority for a business knowledge 

model or decision, from which the 

desired logic is derived (e.g., source 

document, domain expert, etc.). 

Information requirement               
An information requirement arrow 

renders input data, as well as decision 
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outputs, that are utilized as inputs to a 

decision. 

Knowledge requirement 
  

A knowledge requirement arrow 

illustrates the invocation of a business 

knowledge model by a decision. 

Authority requirement   

An authority requirement arrow 

illustrates the dependency of a DRD 

element on another DRD element that 

acts as an authority and a source of 

knowledge. 

Text annotation 
 

A text annotation artifact illustrates an 

explanatory text or comment, 

associated with a DRD element. 

Table 6 - DRD elements (Adaptation from [58]) 

 

 

Figure 53 - A simple DRD [58] 

 

Having presented the DRD notation and illustrated a simple DRD, a loan eligibility decision-

making process is rendered in the context of a DRD representation in Figure 54. Primarily, the 

decision-making process is determined by two decision nodes (i.e., “Credit Score”, “Eligibility”), 

where a dependency between them is established. Following a hierarchical decision modeling 

approach, a loan eligibility decision is considered to “require” the output of a lower-level 

decision, where the applicant’s credit score is established. Additionally, invoking the decision 

logic of the associated business knowledge models (i.e., “Credit Score Calculation”, “Eligibility 

assessment”), a decision output is determined from the evaluation of a number of input values 

(i.e., “Previous debts”, “Monthly income”, “Occupation”, “Age”). As a result, in order to decide if 

an applicant is eligible to get a loan granted, a chain of decisions is made. At first, the applicant’s 
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credit score is determined after evaluating its previous debts, the monthly income and the 

occupation type. Such outcome serves as an input to a higher-level decision, where along with 

the applicant’s age, the loan eligibility decision is made. Altogether, the decision logic for these 

decisions is defined by the associated business knowledge models, which in turn educe the 

needed information from their knowledge sources (i.e., “Bank’s policy”, “Legislation”). 

 

Figure 54 - DRD loan eligibility decision-making process 

 

4.2.2 Decision Tables 

 

Even if the fist level of decision modeling with DMN is sufficient in order for someone to identify 

decisions, their requirements, as well as the sources of their business knowledge, greater detail 

emerges at the second level of DMN decision modeling, namely the decision logic level. In this 

sense, specific representations of the applied decision logic, such as the DMN decision tables, 

come in frontline, rendering the way that decision’s outcomes are derived from its inputs [58].  

In most of the cases, the logic of a decision at the DRD level is encapsulated into a business 

knowledge model, before being expressed by the means of a decision table at the decision logic 

level. According to the DMN specification [58], a decision table is defined as “a tabular 

representation of a set of related input and output expressions, organized into rules indicating 

which output entry applies to a specific set of input entries”. Serving as the means for achieving 
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business-IT alignment, decision tables, established in the background of a DRD’s business 

knowledge model, constitute the focal pillar of presenting the decision logic of a decision-making 

process [2]. In Figure 55, the correspondence of a DRD element, namely a business knowledge 

model, with the decision logic of a decision table is graphically rendered. However, the grey 

ellipse and its dotted line do not form part of the notation of DMN and they only indicate a visual 

correspondence between different levels of decision modeling with DMN. 

 

Figure 55 - Business knowledge model and corresponding decision table [2] 

 

Intuitive in nature, decision tables (Figure 56) are deemed to constitute predefined sets of rows 

and columns, which encapsulate the desired decision logic. Each table’s row corresponds to a 

single rule or condition, while its columns denote input and output parameters, involved at the 

evaluation of its conditions. Considering the input and output entries that populate the table’s 

cells, conditions are deemed to apply once a set of values match their input entries, as defined 

in the decision table.  
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Figure 56 - Decision Table 

Due to the fact that multiple inputs can be involved in the evaluation of a condition, the correct 

readability of rules is of utmost importance, before evaluating a decision table’s result. In this 

sense, multiple input columns are linked by a logical AND operator, while compacted input 

entries, separated by a comma within a single cell, are linked with a logical OR operator. During 

the evaluation of a condition, input entries marked with a dash (‘-‘), are ignored and subsequently 

regarded as irrelevant values for the evaluation of the containing rule. The aforementioned 

concepts are presented in Figure 57, highlighting the readability of decision table rules.    

 

 

Figure 57 - Readability of decision table rules (Adaptation from [58]) 
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Ultimately, a plethora of rules might apply at the same time, matching a given set of input values 

[58]. However, in order to avoid anomalies, arising from ambiguities between overlapping 

matching rules [33], DMN decision tables are ruled by hit policies, which elucidate the applied 

decision logic and determine the cardinality of rules that can apply simultaneously. Considering, 

additionally, that decisions can be ideally deployed and automatically enacted by decision 

engines, DMN standard proposes an expression language, namely the Free Enough Expression 

Language (FEEL), which expresses the decision table’s conditions in an executable, yet intuitive, 

way. In this regard, the supported hit policies and the FEEL expression language are presented in 

the following lines. 

 

(a) Hit policies 

 

A hit policy is an integral part of every decision table, indicating the cardinality of rules that might 

apply and the way of determining the table’s result when several rules overlap at once [2]. 

Represented by its first-letter indicator, hit policies are distinguished between single and multiple 

ones. According to the DMN specification [58], even if a single hit policy might contain 

overlapping rules, a single result is returned as the decision table’s output. In such a case, the hit 

policy indicates which of the rules to select, determining a single result out of them. Conversely, 

a multiple hit policy might return output entries from multiple matching rules, where the result 

is defined as a list of outputs or a simple function of them [58]. The full-set of hit policies, 

supported by DMN 1.3, is presented in Table 7, before shedding light on the unique and collect 

sum hit policies, utilized in a decision-making process, which is further simulated in Figures 58 

and 59. 

 

Hit Policies 

          Hit policy Indicator Functionality 

Si
n

gl
e 

h
it

  

Unique U 

The Unique hit policy 

determines that exactly one 

rule has to apply and no 

overlapping rules are allowed. 

First F 

The First hit policy denotes 

that the result is determined 

by the first matching rule, 

while all the other matching 

rules are ignored. 

Any A The Any hit policy denotes 

that all matching rules must 
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generate the same output 

entry for each output. 

Priority P 

The Priority hit policy assigns a 

priority to each output entry. 

The result with the highest 

priority of all matching rules is 

returned. 

M
u

lt
ip

le
 h

it
  

Collect C 

The Collect hit policy 

determines the decision result 

as a list of all output entries of 

all matching rules. 

Collect sum C+ 

The Collect (sum) hit policy 

returns the aggregation of all 

output entries of all matching 

rules. 

Collect max C> 
The Collect (max) hit policy 

returns the maximum output 

entry of all matching rules. 

                           Collect min C< 
The Collect (min) hit policy 

returns the minimum output 

entry of all matching rules. 

Collect count C# 
The Collect (count) hit policy 

returns the number of all 

matching rules. 

Rule order R 

The Rule order hit policy 

determines a list of output 

entries, ordered based on the 

matching rules order.  

Output order O 

The Output order hit policy 

determines a list of outputs 

entries, ordered in a 

decreasing order of output 

priority. 

Table 7 - Hit policies (Adaptation from [58]) 

 

Considering the loan eligibility decision-making process, illustrated in Figure 2 in the context of a 

DRD representation, in the following lines the aforementioned process is enriched with decision 

logic behind each decision node. In this regard, decision tables are introduced in the background 

of business knowledge models, indicating the way that decisions’ outcomes derive from their 

inputs. More specifically, in order to decide if an applicant is eligible to get a loan granted, a credit 

score is firstly calculated. Conforming to the table’s collect sum hit policy, the applicant’s credit 

score is determined after aggregating the scores of all matching rules. As an input to a higher-
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level decision and adhering to the table’s unique hit policy, the loan eligibility is defined by exactly 

one rule, which satisfies the given set of input values. 

This particular example is further examined in Figures 58 and 59, where an applicant’s loan 

eligibility is determined by simulating the underlying decision-making process. Thus, considering 

the input parameters of Figure 58 and delving into the decision logic of Figure 59, the applicant 

is characterized as eligible for getting a loan granted. In fact, evaluating at first the monthly 

income, the previous debts and the occupation type, a credit score is decided (i.e., 720), after 

aggregating the output entries of all matching rules (i.e., rule 5, 7, 11). Subsequently, utilizing 

such score and the applicant’s age in a higher-level decision, the unique hit policy comes in 

practice, defining exactly one rule (i.e., rule 1) that determines the final outcome. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 58 - Simulating a decision-making process (1)  
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Figure 59 - Simulating a decision-making process (2) 
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(b) FEEL – Expression Language 

 

Considering that DMN models can be optionally deployed and automatically enacted by decision 

engines, the input and output expressions of decision tables must be determined in a uniform 

and standard way. For this purpose, DMN introduces the Friendly Enough Expression Language 

(FEEL) as a standard language for the translation of decision tables’ expressions to valid 

executable ones and the determination of their execution semantics [58]. 

Admittedly, the FEEL expression language is a formally precise language that not only is 

interpreted and executed by decision engines, but also remains understandable for both business 

and IT executives [2]. In fact, FEEL expressions are deemed to be more intuitive than scripting 

languages and typically selected by business users without programming knowledge [2]. 

However, based on the languages that a decision engine is able to interpret, as well as on the 

technical skills of business users, scripting languages (e.g., JavaScript, JUEL, etc.) might substitute 

the FEEL expression language, rendering the decision table conditions in a standardized and 

executable way. In Figure 60, a decision table’s rule is translated to an executable condition, 

utilizing a FEEL syntax and a corresponding JavaScript one. 

 

 

Figure 60 - FEEL expression language  
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4.3 DMN and BPMN integration 
 

With the introduction of DMN, decisions are able to be externalized and encapsulated in a 

separate DMN decision model, instead of modeling decision-making processes in a BPMN 

process model [56]. Business decisions are treated as a separate concern, while decision 

modeling is regarded as a sovereign part of enterprise modeling [52]. However, research 

challenges arise on whether decisions and processes can be separated and consistently 

integrated [54], rendering business processes as decision aware and decision intelligent [51]. 

Considering that BPMN is an older standard than DMN, its specification does not indicate a way 

of invoking DMN decision models from BPMN process models [2]. Nonetheless, a plethora of 

research works have been introduced in recent literature, investigating the way that DMN 

decision models can be integrated with BPMN process models. For the premise of this thesis, the 

Decision as a Service (DaaS) [59] paradigm and the five principles for integrated Process and 

Decision Modeling (5PDM) [54], are well adopted and presented in the following lines. In both 

cases, the BPMN business rule tasks are utilized as an effective way of invoking DMN decision 

models from BPMN process models.  

 

4.3.1 Decision as a Service (DaaS) 

 

Taking into account that the Separation of Concerns (SoC) paradigm and the externalization of 

decisions have been facilitated with the introduction of DMN, the decision management has 

moved towards the paradigm of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), by treating decisions as 

externalized services [54], [59]. Since DMN is independent of the application and the invoking 

context, this makes it explicitly interesting for SOA architectures [59]. In this regard, decisions 

can be invoked from any process model as a service, introduced in [59] as Decision as a Service 

(DaaS) paradigm. In such approach, a SOA layered architecture consists of a process, a service 

and a decision layer, where collectively establish an interface between process and decision 

models [59] (Figure 61). Interestingly, a BPMN process model can invoke the service through a 

business rule task, providing information at runtime. In turn, the service provides to the decision 

layer the input data, before receiving back the decision output and sending it to the invoking 

process. After the service being executed, the process obtains the decision outcome and utilizes 

it for routing decisions and task execution as the process flow unfolds [59]. 

Ultimately, implementing decisions as externalized services, processes mitigate the burden of 

rendering decision logic with control flow structures, being responsible exclusively for ensuring 

a sound invocation of the decision [59]. Thus, they become undoubtedly more visible and 

understandable, while their complexity significantly decreases.  
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Figure 61 - Decision as a service (DaaS) [59] 

 

 

4.3.2 Integrated process and decision modeling 

 

In order to render processes decision-aware and induce their decision-intelligence, a consistent 

integration between process and decision modeling is of utmost importance by design. In this 

regard, Hasić et al. [54], introduce the 5PDM paradigm, as five principles for integrated process 

and decision modeling (Figure 62). Considering that an externalized decision model is necessary 

to remain consistent with its invoking process model, such principles can pave the way for a 

sound communication between the two models [51]. 

According to the first principle, all possible decision outcomes must be included in the process 

control flow after invoking a decision. Considering a case where no output flow is dedicated to a 

decision outcome, the process cannot proceed properly, proven to be inconsistent with the 

surrounding environment [54]. In Figure 63, an inconsistent process and decision modeling is 

rendered, given the fact that not all possible decision outcomes are included in the process logic 
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flow. In this sense, in case of a moderate risk assessment, the process cannot be further executed, 

engendering a runtime error. 

 

 

 Figure 62 - Five principles for integrated process and decision modeling [54]  

 

 

 

Figure 63 - Inconsistent process and decision modeling  
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According to the second principle, process models must exclude the decision logic, which is 

frequently captured with cascading exclusive gateways that lead to decision-trees and spaghetti 

like processes [54]. In Figure 64, a decision-tree structure is engendered, utilizing a series of 

cascading gateways that imitate the desired decision logic. In this regard, a business rule task that 

invokes a decision model can replace the hard-coded decision logic of BPMN models (Figure 65).  

 

 

Figure 64 – Decision logic and decision-tree structures in BPMN process models  

 

 

Figure 65 - BPMN business rule tasks 

 

Adhering to the third principle, a process model should contain exclusively the subdecisions that 

have a direct influence on the control flow or their outcomes are utilized as the process lifecycle 
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unfolds. That is to say, decisions that are considered to be irrelevant with the process execution, 

should not explicitly be modeled as decision activities within the process model, since higher level 

decisions are present in the remainder of the process [54], [78]. Considering a process model and 

a relative DRD representation in Figure 66, the process model is deemed to be inconsistent with 

the proposed principal. Given the fact that the “Calculate credit score” decision activity neither 

influences the control flow of the process nor generates a result that is utilized as the process 

unfolds, it can be excluded from the process model without affecting the consistency between 

the process and the decision model. On the other hand, the “Determine risk” decision activity 

should undisputedly remain in the process, taking into account that its outcome can be further 

utilized in the process. 

 

 

Figure 66 - Subdecisions as decision activities in a process model  

 

Moreover, conforming to the fourth principle, the decision hierarchy present in a decision model, 

should explicitly be respected by the order of decision activities in a process model [54], [78]. In 

this regard, lower-level subdecisions that are modeled within a process model, should be located 

before higher-level ones, respecting the hierarchy of decision-making process of a DRD model. In 

Figure 67, decision activities within the process model are not ordered according to the decision 
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hierarchy in the decision model, causing an inconsistency between the process and the decision 

modeling. 

 

 

Figure 67 - Ordering decision activities in a process model  

 

 

Last but not least, both data indispensable to a decision enactment and their results, should 

explicitly be modeled and included in the invoking process model, satisfying the fifth proposed 

principle. Paving the way for a sound communication between the two models, decision inputs 

and outputs can accurately be established [51], utilizing the BPMN data objects [54]. In Figure 

68, a consistent data management between a process and a decision model is rendered, 

leveraging the concept of BPMN data objects. In such a way, the decision inputs and outputs are 

explicitly modeled, facilitating a consistent integration between the BPMN and the DMN model. 
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Figure 68 - Data management for process and decision modeling integration 

 

4.3.3 Expected benefits 

 

Adhering to an integrated, yet separated, approach of business process and decision modeling, 

a plethora of benefits come in frontline. The main advantage is deemed to be the better flexibility 

and maintainability of both processes and decisions, treating them as separate concerns that can 

effortlessly interact with each other. Separating a business process into distinct sections that 

share a common interface, such as the process flow and the decision logic, each section can be 

addressed in a different model without escalating the whole process complexity. Considering that 

these models have their own consistency, since in order to understand one model it is not 

compulsory to have an insight into the other one [55], flexibility, agility and maintainability of 

both processes and decisions are well attainable [51], [54], [78]. In this regard, each model can 

consider the other one as a black box, defining exclusively their required inputs and outputs, 

indispensable to their sound communication [55]. Given the fact that decisions are externalized 

in a separate model, decisions can be invoked by any process model, considering that a sound 

integration between the two models exists [51]. Therefore, the modularity and reusability of the 

decision logic is well facilitated [52], [54], [56], comparing to the case that decisions are hard-

coded and confined to a decision point in a single process model [56]. 

Furthermore, extracting and decoupling the decision logic into a separate DMN model that at any 

time can be invoked as a service, the complexity metrics of BPMN models significantly decrease 

[56]. Considering that such decision logic would otherwise be captured by BPMN constructs, 
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model-size based metrics are well refined, thereby facilitating the understandability and 

maintainability of process models [56]. Additionally, the impact on the process model 

structuredness, caused by modification of the decision logic, is significantly minimized, since 

decisions are treated externally [23]. Comparing to the case that the decision logic is convoluted 

with the process logic of BPMN models, modelers will not need to rearrange elements in order 

to adapt their process models to the desired decision logic [2].   

 

4.4 Summary 
 

This chapter presented the DMN notation and its capabilities of being integrated with the BPMN 

notation. As a standard for modeling and executing repetitive operational decision-making 

processes, DMN treats decisions as separate concerns. Utilizing its fundamental constructs, 

namely the DRDs and the decision tables, decision requirements and the decision logic are 

thoroughly rendered. Given the fact that decisions can automatically be enacted by decision 

engines, DMN additionally introduces the FEEL expression language for transforming declarative 

decision conditions to executable rules. Interestingly, even if DMN captures business decisions in 

separate models, research challenges arise in the context of integrating DMN with BPMN in end-

to-end business processes. In this regard, a plethora of academic works has enriched the recent 

literature, proposing modeling guidelines for their optimal integration and bringing DMN to the 

service-orientation paradigm. Overall, decision-aware processes can be created without 

escalating their complexity, while flexibility and maintainability of both processes and decisions 

are well refined. 
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CHAPTER 5: Business Process Management Systems and the 
Camunda BPM ecosystem 

 

This chapter presents the evolution from traditional Process Aware Information Systems (PAISs) 

to contemporary Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs). The aim is to highlight various 

dimensions of such systems, as well as to shed light on their architectures, before a renowned 

BPMS product, namely the Camunda BPM platform, is utilized in Chapter 6, serving the practical 

scope of this thesis. The chapter begins by outlining the concept of PAISs. Next sections are 

dedicated to Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs), as a specific category of PAISs, tailored 

to the enactment of workflows. By referencing the Workflow Reference Model, as proposed by 

the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC), the main characteristics of WfMSs arise, before 

focusing on BPMN and DMN based workflow engines. Subsequently, Business Process 

Management Systems (BPMSs) are presented as modern variants and descendants of traditional 

WfMSs. Finally, a renowned BPM platform, namely the Camunda BPM, comes in frontline, before 

being utilized in Chapter 6 for the orchestration and the enactment of a business process. 

 

5.1 Process Aware Information Systems (PAISs) 
 

During the 1990s, the focus on process-orientation and the establishment of management 

trends, such as the Business Process Reengineering (BPR), have set business process concept in 

forefront [2]. At that time, a range of information systems were utilized, however, being unaware 

of the processes in which they were involved [9]. Engendering a shift from data to process 

orientation, process-awareness was triggered in information systems [4]. As a result, Process 

Aware Information Systems (PAISs) came in frontline as the means for supporting BPM initiatives 

[79] and enacting dynamically business processes at an operational level [80]. According to 

Dumas et al. [4], a PAIS constitutes “a software system that manages and executes operational 

processes involving people, applications, and/or information sources on the basis of process 

models”. This definition is well adopted for the premise of this thesis, considering the attention 

that is given not only in the coordination of human participants and application softwares, but 

also due to its focus on process models as the means for coordinating and orchestrating 

processes and resources.  

Notwithstanding that it is not explicitly stated in the previous definition, process models are 

primarily rendered in a graphical notation [10]. Decoupling, thus, the process logic out of the 

application code of PAISs [80], process enactment exclusively depends upon executable process 

models, rendering in this way the process-awareness of such systems [24]. Considering that the 

process logic of PAISs is driven by explicit process models, in case of perpetually changing 
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business processes, the modifications have to be implemented in the process model level, rather 

than modifying the software’s source code [4].  

Traditionally, PAISs were tailored to the coordination of predictable and repetitive business 

processes, that were able to be presented explicitly in a formal process model prior to their 

execution [24]. However, contemplating the unstable enterprise environment, flexibility of PAISs 

is deemed to accommodate the need for evolving processes and support unstructured 

operations [24]. Such deviation from prespecified processes is well applicable on the basis of 

adaptive PAISs, that enable under execution to adapt the structure of process models in order to 

meticulously render the desired process logic [24]. 

Currently, sophisticated enterprise systems, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems 

and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems, to exemplify some, prevail in today’s 

organization ecosystem, enhancing business agility. Such systems, being aware of the context 

and the processes that are involved in, are frequently characterized under the term of PAISs [5]. 

Although they do not compulsory coordinate processes through a generic workflow engine, the 

process concept is well established, since they are aware of the processes and operations that 

they need to support [11]. Ultimately, linking Information Technology (IT) to business process 

enactment, PAISs are tailored to the execution of entire business operations in a process-

oriented manner, rather than executing individual tasks, that have not any knowledge and 

awareness of the surrounding process [5]. 

 

5.2 Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) 
 

5.2.1 Introduction to WfMSs 

 

A specific category of PAISs is the Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs), embracing the 

concept of operating in a process-oriented manner. In the last decades, WfMSs have been 

primarily proposed for the execution and coordination of business processes, let alone their 

automation in the context of workflow automation paradigm [4].  

Specifically, a WfMS constitutes a process-oriented system where its workflow engine is 

attributed as its focal component. Executing and interpreting the process logic of a predefined 

process model, WfMSs ensure that processes are executed in a preordained way without any 

concessions [5]. As such, process models, formerly modeled in a visual language e.g., Business 

Process Model and Notation (BPMN), serve as the source code of WfMSs, while facilitating the 

business-IT alignment [2]. Considering that processes require frequent adaptations to 

organizational, technical and environmental changes, the separation of the process logic and 

application functionality of a WfMS is one of its more distinguishable features. In this regard, 
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modifications of the process logic can effortlessly put into effect by changing the structure of the 

model, as compared to the situation where the business logic is hard-coded and buried inside 

thousands of lines of code [5]. 

As the process lifecycle unfolds, a workflow consists of coordinated chain of activities, executed 

to fulfill a predefined objective. Hence, deploying an executable process model to the workflow 

engine of a WfMS, service orchestration and human workflow management are well attainable 

[2]. On the basis of executing the process logic of the pre-deployed process model, process 

participants and IT systems are automatically reached at the right time with the right information 

[81] (Figure 69). As such, interpreting the process logic, captured in a meta-model format, tasks 

and information are automatically distributed between participants, work items are added to 

user work lists, while applications are invoked [36].  

Overall, dealing with application integration, interoperability and implementation correctness 

[23], a WfMS is widely accepted as a means of improving organizational performance [82]. 

Considering that work is routed by an automated system that reaches human participants and 

application services in a faster and a more straightforward way, waiting and service times can be 

decreased, while greater control and worker satisfaction are well attainable [82].    

 

 

Figure 69 - Process model execution with workflow engine [2] 
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5.2.2 WfMS functionalities according to the Workflow Reference Model 

 

Even twenty-five years after the foundation of the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) and 

the introduction to its reference model [63], the desired functionalities and characteristics of a 

typical WfMS can be adequately described according to this framework [11].  More specifically, 

the main functionalities of a WfMS can be distinguished in three levels. Firstly, a WfMS supports 

the build-time design of workflows, facilitating the translation of conceptual process 

representations to executable models.  Secondly, runtime control functions, involving a workflow 

enactment service, where a workflow engine lies at their core, support the process instanciation 

and the management of workflow processes. Subsequently, run-time interactions facilitate the 

communication of a workflow with human participants, as well as the automatic invocation of 

application services, by passing the appropriate data on the right time [63]. The aforementioned 

fundamental characteristics of a WfMS are displayed in Figure 70. 

 

 

Figure 70 - Workflow Management System (WfMS) characteristics [63] 

 

However, considering the previous abstract perspective of WfMS functionalities, the Workflow 

Management Coalition established the Workflow Reference Model [63] as a standardized 
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framework that describes how the components of a typical WfMS should interact in terms of 

predefined interfaces (Figure 71).  

 

Figure 71 - Workflow Reference Model - Components and interfaces of workflow architecture [63] 

 

Within a WfMS’s architecture, the workflow engine is considered to be the focal component, 

orchestrating and conducting workflow enactment in a runtime environment. According to the 

Workflow Reference Model [63], a workflow engine is “A software service or ‘engine’ that 

provides the run time execution environment for a workflow instance.” Initiating both processes 

and decisions, there is often an underlying integration between workflow and decision engines, 

in a way that they can both described under the generic term of workflow engines [2]. 

Importantly, the WfMS engine provides standard interfaces, by which the workflow enactment 

service can interact with and be accessed from other architecture components. In such 

interactions, Workflow Relevant Data (i.e., process variables), indicating the state transition, as 

well as specific process instance information, are explicitly transferred between WfMS’s 

components, consuming system’s standard interfaces [63]. Interface 1, is tailored to the 

exchange of complete process definitions in a way that they can be interpreted at runtime by the 

workflow engine. In such interface, an executable process model, in terms of a relevant meta-

model, is deployed to the workflow enactment service, providing an executable description of 

interrelated activities, transition conditions, workflow relevant data, etc. Having being enacted, 

the workflow interacts with the users of the WfMS, by consuming the Interface 2. In such a way, 

Workflow Relevant Data are transferred to workflow client applications, such as a typical worklist 

handler, where process participants can interact with the workflow. Interestingly, invoking the 
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Interface 3, the WfMS can interact with external applications, such as ERPs or mainframe legacy 

systems, facilitating the enterprise system integration and the application binding. Moreover, 

leveraging the Interface 4, a workflow engine might interact with other workflow enactment 

services, facilitating, thus, the work allocation and the enactment of heterogeneous workflow 

engines. Last, Interface 5, tailored to administrating and monitoring workflow instances, 

transfers valuable information, gathered during runtime, from a workflow enactment service to 

administrative tools that support the monitoring and analysis of the overall workflow process. 

Ultimately, the Workflow Reference Model is utilized in order to explicitly represent the standard 

components of a WfMS, as well as indicate vendors’ conformance to the standard framework. 

However, contemporary WfMS might enhance their functionalities, by providing additional 

features and interfaces in order to fulfill the fast-changing customer needs. 

 

5.2.3 BPMN and DMN-based workflow engine 

 

Since the advent of BPMN 2.0 notation, a plethora of workflow engines came in frontline 

purported to conform to BPMN 2.0 specification [10]. Providing a standardized meta-model and 

a serialization format, BPMN models were able to be exchanged among different vendors’ tools, 

let alone be interoperable between different engines [41], [42]. As a result, numerous vendors 

since then have launched their proprietary products, claiming to support partially or completely 

the BPMN 2.0 specification. However, since vendors deviate from the native BPMN support, 

migration from one engine to another one is frequently impossible, when the target engine does 

not support a set of required features, as captured in the model’s standardized serialization 

format [60]. Therefore, standard conformance to the BPMN 2.0 specification is deemed to be of 

paramount importance for avoiding a vendor lock-in [60]. Considering that BPMN was accepted 

as an ISO (ISO/IEC 19510:2013) standard [43], BPMN execution conformance is explicitly defined 

according to the International Standard. In this regard, workflow engines “claiming BPMN 

Execution Conformance type MUST fully support and interpret the operational semantics” [44], 

in order to purport to support BPMN 2.0 notation in a native way.  

Interestingly, for a BPMN-based workflow engine, an executable model constitutes the main 

artifact for executing the underlying process logic [2]. Defining a new level of precision, a previous 

conceptual and abstract model can be transformed to an executable one, encompassing all the 

required information needed by an engine, in order to be executed without any ambiguities and 

misinterpretations [3]. In this regard, upon modeling a BPMN process, each element is translated 

to a standardized XML format [2] (Figure 72). The engine, thereafter, reads the XML file and 

executes it directly, as this was the source code of a software solution [2].  
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Figure 72 - XML standardized serialization format 

 

Subsequently, the workflow engine, following the process logic of a pre-deployed model, is able 

to control the process flow and be aware at any time of what has to be performed next [2]. As a 

result, utilizing the BPMN 2.0 model as a blueprint, the workflow engine is able to interpret the 

execution semantics of BPMN elements and enact accordingly to their specification.  In this 

sense, process participants are reached automatically with the right information in order to 

perform their tasks, while enterprise applications are automatically invoked (Figure 73). In this 

regard, ranging from different messaging protocols and web services [3], like Representational 

State Transfer (REST) calls, heterogeneous, autonomous and distributed systems can be 

integrated with a workflow engine, facilitating, thus, the enterprise application integration [10]. 

Therefore, the workflow engine can be perceived as a “middleware” component [27], where the 

ordering of calls to the software systems adheres to the process model logic [10]. 

Altogether, by modifying the structure of the BPMN model, the process logic can accordingly be 

adapted without coding the behavior of the application system [2], [10]. In such a way, higher 

flexibility is well attainable [18], since process models are effortlessly adapted to fulfill additional 

requirements, before being immediately enacted by a workflow engine [10], [11]. In the end, a 

BPMN-based process engine implements religiously the semantics captured in the pre-deployed 

process model [3].   
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Figure 73 - BPMN-based workflow engine [10] 

 

Currently, with the advent of DMN notation, decision engines, either as standalone engines or 

integrated with BPMN-based workflow engines, emerged as the instruments for making 

decisions automatically, based on a predefined business logic [2]. In the previous years, the most 

common approach for executing decisions was in a classical programming language [2]. However, 

since the emergence of DMN, decision engines were established as modern approaches that 

enhance the readability, traceability and transparency of decision-making processes. As a result, 

a new generation of BPMN and DMN-based workflow engines have entered the market, leading 

to consistent interaction between processes and decisions in a workflow enactment. Since both 

notations are executable in nature, for each notation element, there is a precise definition for 

how the engine should act [2]. In such approach, a decision engine is integrated within the 
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workflow engine, and intermittently being reached in order to evaluate a decision and return the 

outcome back to the workflow engine (Figure 74).  

 

Figure 74 - Workflow and decision engine interaction [2] 

 

 

5.3 Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) 

 

The practical merits of process and decision execution by a WfMS might seem oblivious to 

organizations if such initiatives are not accompanied by monitoring, analysis and optimization 

techniques. To this extent, Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) have emerged as 

more sophisticated variants of WfMSs [8], supporting not only the execution of process models, 

but arising also as the technology response to support the entire BPM lifecycle [5], [13]. A 

Business Process Management System, often conveniently abbreviated as BPMS, supports an 

organization in a multidimensional manner. According to Dumas et al.  [5], “The purpose of a 

BPMS is to coordinate an automated business process in such a way that all work is done at the 

right time by the right resource”. However, as the BPM lifecycle unfolds, a BPMS is not only 

involved in the process execution, but also in design, analysis and monitoring of business 

processes. 
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Currently, there is an abundance of BPMSs [15], since there is an increasing impetus from 

enterprises to incorporate BPMS platforms [13] in a way that their business operations are 

executed and managed by a piece of software [10].  BPMSs integrate several components, while 

mainly comprised of an execution engine, a process modeling component, a worklist handler and 

an administrative and process monitoring tool [13]. Serving as the backbone of such system, the 

execution engine is deemed to pull the strings of automatic process and decision execution. 

Generating process instances upon a process trigger and manipulating process-related data (i.e., 

process variables), work items are automatically delegated in runtime to process participants and 

software applications, facilitating the automatic process execution. 

Interestingly, a modeling tool is another fundamental component of every BPMS. Being the 

means for rendering business processes in a visual way, misinterpretations and ambiguities, 

emerging from freeform textual descriptions, are well mitigated. Thus, conceptual process 

models can be converted to executable ones in the modeling tool’s interface, before being 

deployed to the execution engine and determining the logic of the process [5]. 

Moreover, a worklist handler is another integral component of every BPMS. Forwarding work 

items to the worklists of process participants, a BPMS automatically delegates work units to 

human actors, while provides them all the required information, indispensable to their task 

completion. In this way, work items are rendered in corresponding electronic forms (Figure 75), 

where process participants are able to insert data and invoke signal completion to the process 

engine so as the process to be further executed [2], [24]. 

 

 

Figure 75 - Worklist handler [24] 
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Additionally, a BPMS is distributed with a default monitoring tool, mainly utilized by 

administrations in order to monitor process instances at a runtime and historical view. To this 

extent, the performance of an entire end-to-end process can be evaluated, as well as possible 

weak points (e.g., bottlenecks) can be identified. Allowing companies to derive much better 

intelligence about the performance of their key business operations [18], performance 

dashboards can be engendered leveraging the execution logs that have been thoroughly 

recorded by the execution engine upon the process elements execution [5].   

Ultimately, it might be useful to involve external applications in the execution of a business 

process. Considering that the interest has shifted from application programming to application 

integration, the challenge is to interconnect and integrate different applications, rather than 

coding individual modules [4]. In this regard, in many cases the execution engine of a BPMS can 

delegate an activity to an external service, providing all the data required for the activity 

completion. On completion of the request, the service will return the outcome to the engine and 

signal that the work item is completed [5].  

 

 

Figure 76 - BPMS Architecture [5] 

 

Altogether, there is a plethora of reasons, advocating the embrace of a BPMS in a contemporary 

organization. Considering that business processes have to be performed in a preordained way, 

business processes executed by the process engine of a BPMSs, leave less room for deviation 

from the desired process logic, which has been explicitly captured in the executable process 

model. Moreover, execution transparency is fostered, leveraging the power of event logs, 

formerly captured during the process execution by the BPMS engine. In this way, administrations 

and process participants can be aware of how the process is executed, as well as have an in-depth 
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visibility into the business operations, facilitating refined decision-making and potential issue 

identification. Last, but not least, workload reduction is well attainable when a BPMS dispatches 

automatically work items, eradicating work handoffs. In such scenario, upon a task completion a 

signal is forwarded to the engine, prompting it to continue the model execution. Overall, process 

participants, working on user tasks, are provided with all the needed information for the task 

completion, reducing in such way their workload and the time-consuming gathering of all 

required information [5]. 

 

5.4 Camunda BPM  

 

Having highlighted the concept of PAISs, the emergence of WfMSs, the evolution of 

contemporary BPMSs, as well as their architecture, the remaining of this chapter presents a 

renowned BPMS, namely the Camunda BPM platform, utilized in Chapter 6 for an end-to-end 

process deployment. Starting from outlining company’s profile and its software’s ecosystem, 

special attention is further given to its fundamental components and the way that they interact, 

as well as to the architectures that Camunda BPM platform can be utilized in. 

 

5.4.1 Camunda Services GmbH  

 

Camunda Services GmbH constitutes a software vendor, founded in 2008 in Berlin, Germany, by 

Jakob Freund and Bernd Rücker [83]. Initially established as a BPM consulting company, its main 

service was the consulting provision around the BPM spectrum and process-oriented initiatives. 

Five years later, in 2013, Camunda commenced offering its proprietary open-source BPM 

software product. Distributing since then both a community and a commercial platform, it 

switched from a consulting to a software vendor, focusing thereafter on 90% software to 10% 

consulting services. In 2014, Camunda expanded into U.S., establishing its offices in San 

Francisco. Supporting a more aggressive international expansion in 2018, it resorted to its first 

outside $28M. capital investment from Highland Europe [84]. In 2019, it was named by Deloitte 

[85], [86] as one of the top 500 fastest growing technology companies in Europe, the Middle East 

and Africa (EMEA), as well as one of the 50 fastest growing technology companies in Germany, 

with a four-year growth rate of 340.23%. Currently, Camunda constitutes a renowned BPM 

vendor with a customer base on more than 190 countries worldwide, assisting them to automate 

their business processes, reinvent their workflows and facilitate their digital transformation [83]. 

A timeline with its immensely important milestones until today, is rendered in Figure 77. 
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Figure 77 - Camunda Services GmbH 

 

5.4.2 Camunda BPM ecosystem 

 

Camunda Services GmbH started offering its proprietary suite, namely the Camunda BPM 

platform, as an open-source project in 2013. Thereafter, distributing both an open-source and an 

enterprise product, Camunda BPM has been established as a renowned BPM platform. More 

specifically, Camunda BPM is a Java-based framework tailored to the usage of BPMN 2.0 notation 

for process execution and workflow automation. According to [42], Camunda BPM is a platform 

that exhibits BPMN 2.0 standard conformance, as a BPM suite able to execute BPMN process 

models with regard to its execution semantics. Along with the support of DMN notation, 

Camunda BPM provides a powerful ecosystem for the day-to-day engagement with business 

process and decision management. Its main constituent components are defined to Camunda 

Modeler, Cawemo, Workflow Engine, Camunda Cockpit, Camunda Tasklist, Camunda Admin, as 

well as Camunda Optimize, that collectively establish the Camunda BPM ecosystem as rendered 

in Figure 78. 
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Figure 78 - Camunda BPM platform [83] 

 

Serving as a contemporary BPMS, Camunda BPM supports the entire BPM lifecycle, rather than 

focusing exclusively on the process and decision enactment. Pertaining to the process designing 

phase, Camunda Modeler (Figure 79) and Cawemo (Figure 80) constitute the platform’s modeling 

components, tailored to modeling processes and decisions according to the BPMN 2.0 and DMN 

1.3 specifications. Interestingly, the former constitutes a desktop application, utilized not only 

for process and decision modeling, but also for the configuration of executable BPMN and DMN 

models, by enriching their elements with execution properties. The latter is a web-based 

application, launched either as a Service as a Software (SaaS) or on-Premise for the customers 

who desire to host it on their own IT infrastructure or in a private cloud. Tailored to the 

collaborative modeling, Cawemo allows multiple stakeholders to communicate on a real time 

and collaborate in modeling initiatives.  
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Figure 79 - Camunda Modeler interface 

 

 

Figure 80 - Cawemo interface 
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Undoubtedly, the focal component of Camunda BPM ecosystem is its workflow engine, serving 

as the backbone of the entire platform. Executing both BPMN 2.0 and DMN 1.3 models, 

Camunda’s workflow engine integrates a decision engine in its background. Interestingly, the 

workflow engine interprets the execution semantics of BPMN and DMN models, indicating 

conformance to their standards and providing a run-time environment for process and decision 

enactment.  Moreover, Camunda BPM ecosystem is distributed with a list of predefined default 

webapplications, which leverage the built-in REST Application Programming Interface (API) to 

communicate with its core engine. Concretely, Camunda Cockpit (Figure 81) constitutes a web-

based application that facilitates the monitoring and the analysis of process executions in a runt-

time and a historical view. Camunda Tasklist (Figure 82), serving as the product’s default worklist 

handler, coordinates the human workflow management, by facilitating process participants to 

inspect and complete their workflow tasks. Additionally, Camunda Admin (Figure 83) enhances 

user management functionalities, while it grants permissions and authorizations to process 

stakeholders, who will be involved in process lifecycle and will be engaged with the Camunda 

BPM ecosystem as the process unfolds.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 81 - Camunda Cockpit interface 
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Figure 82 - Camunda Tasklist interface 

 

 

Figure 83 - Camunda Admin interface 
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Distributing a commercial edition of Camunda BPM platform, enterprise customers have 

additional features at their disposal. One such, Camunda Optimize (Figure 84) is a 

webapplication, available solely for the enterprise customers, providing a continuous monitoring 

and explicit transparency into the deployed processes and decisions. In this regard, powerful 

dashboards can be generated utilizing performance metrics and data visualizations, such as 

heatmaps. Potential bottlenecks, thus, can be identified, as well as the means for entire end-to-

end process optimization can be established. 

 

Figure 84 - Camunda Optimize interface 

Overall, the aforementioned Camunda’s BPM components collectively establish the Camunda 

BPM ecosystem. Facilitating and supporting all BPM phases, Camunda BPM platform refines 

process and decision management as the entire BPM lifecycle unfolds (Figure 85).  

 

 

Figure 85 - BPM lifecycle with the Camunda BPM platform 
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5.4.3 Camunda BPM components interaction  

 

Having highlighted the ecosystem’s components, the underlying section provides a more in-

depth perspective of the way that its multiple constituent parts communicate with each other in 

the platform’s background, forming a robust ecosystem for process and decision management. 

Camunda Engine, undoubtedly, comes in forefront as the foundational pillar of the entire 

ecosystem. Integrating both a workflow engine and a decision engine, it constitutes a Java library 

that facilitates the automatic execution of entire end-to-end processes on the basis of predefined 

process and decision models, captured extensively in a BPMN 2.0 and DMN 1.3 format. For this 

purpose, a BPMN 2.0 and a DMN 1.3 XML parser is running in its background, interpreting BPMN 

and DMN symbols and translating them to Java Objects. 

Interestingly, previously created conceptual process models are able to be converted to 

executable ones inside the Camunda Modeler interface. Establishing a file repository with 

executable BPMN 2.0 and DMN 1.3 models, processes and decisions can be deployed to the 

Camunda engine and, ideally, be automatically executed. 

Furthermore, leveraging the built-in Camunda REST API, as well as a Java API, default pre-installed 

webapplications, namely Camunda Cockpit, Tasklist and Admin, can communicate and interact 

with the core workflow engine. As such, conducting REST API calls in their background, they are 

able to be effortlessly integrated with the workflow engine, providing transparency and insight 

into the formerly deployed processes, let alone consistency in the entire platform. Moreover, 

consuming the Camunda REST API, custom applications can be developed and interact with the 

workflow engine, serving as complementary components of the entire ecosystem, that fulfill 

personalized needs. 

Ultimately, the core process engine is connected in the background with an in-memory H2 

database, facilitating platform’s persistence. Hence, runtime and historical data related to 

process and decision execution, such as deployed process and decisions definitions, process and 

decisions instances, as well as process variables, to exemplify some, are concretely stored within 

the database tables and can be retrieved at any time by SQL statements. An overview of 

Camunda’s BPM components interaction is rendered in Figure 86. 
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Figure 86 - Camunda BPM architecture [75] 

 

5.4.4 Camunda BPM platform architecture 

 

Being a lightweight Java-based framework, Camunda BPM platform can be deployed in different 

scenarios [75]. According to Camunda’s BPM documentation [75], Camunda BPM can be 

implemented in an Embedded Process Engine architecture, in a Standalone (Remote) Process 

Engine Server architecture, as well as in a Shared, Container-Manage Process Engine architecture. 

The latter is selected for the premise of this thesis, as the optimal architecture for an end-to-end 

process deployment in Chapter 6.  

First, in an Embedded Process Engine architecture (Figure 87), the process engine can be 

embedded as an external application library to a custom java application. In this regard, once the 

application lifecycle unfolds, the process engine can effortlessly be started or stopped on the 

basis of the desired underlying application’s functionality. Alternatively, in a Standalone 

(Remote) Process Engine Server architecture (Figure 88), the process engine can be started 

remotely. Different applications can interact with the process engine, establishing a remote 

communication channel with its built-in Camunda REST API. 

However, for the premise of this thesis, a Shared, Container-Manage Process Engine architecture 

(Figure 89) is well adopted. Interestingly, the core process engine is wrapped inside an application 

server, like Apache Tomcat or Wildfly.  All applications deployed in the application server share 

the same process engine, which is initialized once the application server (i.e., runtime container) 

is started. The process engine, hence, is provided as a container service, utilized by all the 

deployed applications. 
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Figure 87 - Embedded Process Engine architecture [75]    Figure 88 - Standalone (Remote) Process Engine Server architecture [75] 

                   

 

Figure 89 - Shared process engine architecture [75] 

 

In such approach, a plethora of process applications might be deployed to the application server 

(Figure 90). Each application, packaged as a Web Application Resource (.war) file, encompasses 

all the files necessary for its deployment and execution, such as executable BPMN and DMN 

models, Java Delegates, Java Classes, UI Forms, etc. Interestingly, a connection link between 

applications might be established in the background, while each of the deployed applications 

shares the same process engine, which is initialized once the application server (i.e., runtime 

container) is started. The core process engine, hence, might execute concurrently different 

deployed processes, providing extensive scalability and agility in process and decision enactment. 

In the spirit of process transparency and visibility provided by a workflow engine, Camunda BPM 

platform is enriched with a list of default webapplications that provide a thorough insight into 

the runtime and historical process and decision executions. Concretely, accessing custom and 

default webapplications, namely Cockpit, Tasklist and Admin, through a client browser and an 
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established internet connection, information gathered by the workflow engine can be 

transferred and displayed in their interface in a human readable way.  Leveraging the built-in 

Camunda REST-API, they are able to receive and send information to the workflow engine, 

utilizing each time the appropriate methods and messaging protocols.  
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Figure 90 - Shared process engine architecture 
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5.5 Summary 
 

This chapter delved into the concepts of PAISs and their specific categories of WfMSs and BPMSs. 

A PAIS, being aware of the context that is involved in, is considered to be a system that supports 

entire business processes, rather than executing individual tasks. Contemporary ERPs and CRMs, 

characterized under the term of PAISs, drive business operations on the basis of predefined 

process models. A specific category of PAISs is deemed to be the WfMSs. In such ecosystems, the 

workflow engine is considered to constitute their focal pillar, conducting and orchestrating 

process and decision enactments. With the advent of BPMN 2.0 and later with the emergence of 

DMN notation, workflow engines, purported to conform to BPMN and DMN specifications, came 

in frontline for the process and decision execution according to these standards. However, 

considering that organizations are focused not only on implementation initiatives, but also on 

modeling, analysis and redesign of processes and decisions, BPMSs emerged as enhanced 

variants of WfMSs, that support the entire BPM lifecycle. Concretely, a BPMS is comprised of 

monitoring and administrative tools, a modeling tool, a worklist handler, while its execution 

engine constitutes its backbone, by integrating the aforementioned tools and enacting business 

operations. One such, Camunda BPM is established as a renowned BPMS, that assists 

organizations to execute their processes and decisions, automate their operations and reinvent 

their workflows. In the next Chapter, Camunda BPM is utilized in a Shared, Container-Manage 

Process Engine architecture, serving as the fundamental instrument for fulfilling the practical 

scope of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 6: Business process automation walkthrough: The 
loan application-to-approval process  

 

This chapter presents an end-to-end deployment of a business process and its gradual 

transformation to an automated one, fulfilling the practical scope of this thesis. Establishing the 

aforementioned theoretical concepts into practice, the aim is to highlight how process and 

decision automation can be applicable, leveraging the execution capabilities of BPMN and DMN 

notations, which are directly executed by the workflow engine of a BPMS. For the premise of this 

thesis, a loan application-to-approval process at a fictitious bank, named “UoMBank”, is 

introduced, before being deployed into the Camunda BPM ecosystem and automatically 

executed by its workflow engine. 

The chapter starts with an introduction to the nature of the application-to-approval processes 

and the current impetus towards their automation in the banking industry. Delving into a loan 

application-to-approval process at the fictitious “UoMBank”, a textual description of the end-to-

end process is introduced, aiming to highlight not only its process and its decision logic, but also 

the resources, the systems and the strategies that are involved in throughout the entire process 

lifecycle.  Subsequently, the chapter presents a BPMN representation of the process, rendering 

the entire end-to-end process in a graphical, let alone intuitive, manner. Considering that the 

decision logic of BPMN models is frequently convoluted with their process logic, special attention 

is further given on the identification of decision points within the underlying process and their 

externalization to separate DMN models. Next, in the context of workflow automation, the 

chapter presents the establishment of the execution semantics of the aforementioned 

conceptual models, as well as the ways of implementing the BPMN service and script tasks, as 

fundamental BPMN elements for enacting process activities without human intervention. 

Thereafter, the chapter introduces the entire demo architecture, mainly comprised of a Website 

portal (i.e., front end) and the Camunda BPM engine (i.e., back end), while shedding light on their 

communication with REST API calls. Last, an execution scenario is rendered illustrating the entire 

process both from an applicant’s and the “UoMBank’s” perspective, before the expected benefits 

of workflow automation are presented. In Figure 91, the demo development process is 

graphically illustrated, shedding light into the gradual transformation of the underlying process 

to an automated one. 
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Figure 91 - Demo deployment process 

 

 

6.1 Banking and financial processes: the challenge for automation 
 

Application-to-approval processes prevail in today’s financial institutions, government agencies 

and administration departments typically with a bureaucratic form. Notably, an application-to-

approval process is defined as a business process where a plethora of activities, events and 

decisions are performed, before a privilege being granted or denied [5]. Especially, in the banking 

industry, application-to-approval processes are highly influenced by strict regulatory compliance 

strategies, that delineate specific guidelines as the process lifecycle unfolds [34]. Considering that 

a vast majority of these activities are performed manually by human actors, the process cycle 

time, the error rates and the overall customer experience are adversely affected.  

Traditionally, banking industry was recognized as a conservative industry, where the stable 

business environment has made it very resistant to change [87]. However, today’s highly 

competitive marketplace and the volatile business environment has put pressure on the banking 

industry to get digitalized and accelerate its operations [87]. As a result, new innovative business 

processes are introduced [88], forcing banks to transform their traditional IT “back office” role to 

a tech-savvy mind-set [87].  

In this regard, process automation at the banking industry emerges as the art and science of 

automating repetitive work within bureaucratic processes. Executing automatically activities that 

would otherwise be enacted by human actors, banks can increase their agility and productivity, 
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let alone survive in today’s market, where everything needs to be executed faster and with 

greater flexibility [65]. Considering that application-to-approval processes in banks are highly 

repetitive, standardized and rich in information, this makes them as well-suited candidates for 

workflow automation. In such a case, workflow automation can improve their visibility, 

traceability, agility and quality, refining at the same time the customer experience [2].  In the 

following section, a textual description of a loan application-to-approval process at the fictitious 

“UoMBank” is introduced, capturing meticulously the entire end-to-end process and decision 

logic. 

 

6.2 The “UoMBank” loan application-to-approval process 
 

For the premise of this thesis, a fictitious loan application-to-approval process at an imaginary 

bank, namely the “UoMBank”, was developed with the aim to reflect real end-to-end loan 

application processes that take place in contemporary banking institutions. Thus, the aim was to 

highlight various aspects that emerge around an end-to-end loan application-to-approval 

process, such as the process logic (i.e., What has to be enacted next?), business decisions (e.g., 

Is an applicant eligible to get a loan granted?), human resources involved in the evaluation of the 

application (i.e., different resources are involved based on the loan type and the application 

stage), systems that support the entire process (i.e., How different systems can be integrated?), 

evaluation strategies (e.g., Credit Score calculation, Credit Risk assessment, applicant’s 

probability of default, bank’s expected losses, etc.) and documents that might be circulated 

within the process and generated as the process lifecycle unfolds (e.g., Applicant’s documents, 

Loan Agreement, Rejection letter, etc.). In the following lines, the underlying process is 

introduced in a free-form textual description, before being transformed to a BPMN model in the 

following section.      

 

 

Process description: 

The underlying loan application-to-approval process takes place between the loan applicant (i.e., 

customer) and the loan provider, namely the fictitious “UoMBank”. The process is triggered, once 

a customer submits a loan application form, utilizing the “UoMBank’s” Website Portal, while it is 

completed once a loan agreement or a rejection letter is forwarded to the applicant.  The high-

level process information is displayed in Figure 92, before delving into the process details in the 

upcoming lines. 
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Figure 92 - High-level process information 

 

With the purpose of getting a loan granted, applicants enter the “UoMBank’s” website portal 

(Figure 93), where they can create their applications for personal, auto, mortgage and business 

loans, provided by “UoMBank”. Filling an application form (Figure 94) with various kind of 

information, such as their personal information (Full name, Email Address, Age, Occupation), loan 

information (Requested loan type, Loan Amount, Loan Term), financial information (VAT number, 

Monthly income) and bank-related information (Old customer at “UoMBank”, Customer ID), they 

are able to forward their loan application to “UoMBank”, upon submitting their application form. 

 

 

Figure 93 - “UoMBank” Website Portal 

 

 

Figure 94 - “UoMBank” Website Portal: Loan application Form 
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Once the loan application is received from the “UoMBank’s” perspective, the underlying loan 

application-to-approval process is triggered. Initially, a confirmation email is automatically 

forwarded to the applicant, denoting that the application has been successfully received. Starting 

to assess the input data received by the application form, “UoMBank” examines if the applicant 

is already a bank’s existing customer. For this purpose, an automatic check, running in the 

background, is conducted in order to investigate if the applicant has selected the “Old customer” 

checkbox, during their application form submission (Figure 95). 

 

                  

                                   Figure 95 - Loan application form (1)                                Figure 96 - Loan application form (2) 

                                            

Thereby, retrieving applicants’ VAT number and their Customer ID (Figure 96), a REST API call to 

a bank’s third system, namely the “ServiceNow” system (Figure 97), is automatically conducted 

for existing customers in order to retrieve their previously stored debt amount. In such a case, a 

relative response is returned by the “ServiceNow” system, indicating either the customer’s 

existence and their previous amount of debt or denoting that the applicant has yet to be recorded 

as an “UoMBank’s” customer. Considering that such integration with the third system is executed 

automatically with programming code, in case of an error occurrence during the REST API call, a 

user is notified to perform the check manually and denote the applicant as a new or an already 

existing customer. 
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Figure 97 - “UoMBank’s” third system: The “ServiceNow” system 

 

On the basis of the previous check, additional series of activities are conducted solely for 

applicants who are new customers in order to thoroughly inspect and verify their application 

details. That is to say, such activities are not performed for applicants who are already customers 

at “UoMBank”, since the validity of their details was formerly assessed on their on-board date. 

To this extent, after receiving an application of a new customer, the application is automatically 

assigned to a different “UoMBank’s” employee, based on the requested loan type. According to 

the following table (Table 8), an assignment decision is made.    

 

Loan Type Department Employee - Assignee 

Personal Personal loan department Mr. Smith Johnson 

Auto Auto loan department Mrs. Harris Miller 

Mortgage Mortgage loan department Mr. Stew Patriksen 

Business Business loan department Mrs. Faye Rohn 

Table 8 - Application assignment rules based on the loan type 

 

Once the application is automatically assigned, the relative “UoMBank’s” employee evaluates 

the received application details. Interestingly, the bank executive can either approve the 

application, requesting optionally missing or additional documents, or reject it, causing the 

termination of the entire loan application-to-approval process. In case a 24 hours interval has 

elapsed without the user task being completed, the employee is automatically reminded for their 
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pending task.  When an employee initially approves the application, yet requests additional 

documents in order the application to continue be processed, an email is forwarded 

automatically to the applicant, requesting missing or additional details, previously specified by 

the “UoMBank’s” employee. Taking into account that the email is sent over internet messaging 

protocols, in case of an error occurrence, the formerly involved employee is automatically 

notified to contact the customer manually.  

At this point, the loan application-to-approval process is not further executed until the applicant 

provides the requested information or automatically terminates in case a five-days interval has 

elapsed, without receiving the requested details. From the applicant’s perspective, the applicant 

receives the forwarded email message, before uploading their documents at the UoMBank’s 

website portal (Figure 98, 99). Once the applicant provides the additional details, the process is 

further triggered, prompting the formerly involved employee to check again the application and 

the received documents’ validity. This process is repeatedly executed until the application is 

found complete, or terminated by the employee, rejecting the loan granting. 

 

 

Figure 98 - UoMBank Service Portal: Document uploading 

 

Figure 99 - Document uploading form 
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Having presented the aforementioned activities, the subsequent tasks are performed for all 

applicants, irrespective of being existing or new “UoMBank’s” customers. At first, on the basis of 

applicant’s age and previous debts, the process is terminated once the applicant’s age is less than 

21 or greater than 71 years old, or the amount of debt exceeds the level of €3000. In any other 

case, the loan application is further evaluated, where the applicant’s creditworthiness is 

determined, denoting, thus, their eligibility to get a loan granted.  For this purpose, the 

applicant’s credit score is calculated, scoring their monthly income, their previous debts and their 

occupation type (Table 9), before aggregating such individual scores.  A total credit score over 

650 denotes the applicant’s creditworthiness and entails its loan eligibility, while in any other 

case the customer is characterized as “ineligible” for getting a loan granted. In such situation, a 

rejection letter, informing the customer for their ineligibility, is automatically generated, before 

being attached to an automatically forwarded email.  

 

Monthly Income Score 

 

Previous debts Score 

 

Occupation 

type 
Score 

<500 100 <500 250 
Employed 250 

[500,800) 150 [500,800) 220 

[800,1000) 180 [800,1500) 180 Self-

employed 
220 

[1000,1200) 210 [1500,2500) 140 

>=1200 250 >=2500 100 Unemployed 150 

Table 9 - Credit score assessment 

 

On the other hand, the application continues to be processed, where the bank’s Credit Risk is 

evaluated. Considering that a customer might default and fail to fulfill their obligations, it is 

imperative for “UoMBank” to estimate the Credit Risk level, before readjusting the initially 

offered interest rate, that will reflect a risk premium and counterweight the applicant’s default 

risk. In this regard, after predicting the amount of expected losses out of the total initial bank’s 

exposure (i.e., loan amount), the Credit Risk is characterized as “low”, “moderate” or “high” 

(Table 10). Concretely, expecting to lose more than the 18% of the requested loan amount, the 

Credit Risk is characterized as “high” and the initially offered interest rate should be readjusted 

in order “UoMBank” to be compensated for the high exposure to customer’s default risk. 
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Expected losses/Loan Amount Bank’s Credit Risk 

[0, 12%) low 

[12%, 18%) moderate 

>=18% high 

Table 10 - Expected Losses assessment 

 

For this purpose, the following equation (1) [89], [90] is introduced in order to indicate the bank’s 

expected losses once the customer defaults. Decomposing its factors, the bank’s expected losses 

(EL) are expected to be affected by the initial Exposure At Default (EAD), namely the requested 

loan amount, the customer’s Probability of Default (PD), namely the likelihood that a customer 

would be unable to cover the loan payments, as well as the bank’s Loss Given Default (LGD), 

namely the portion of the bank’s funds that are expected to be definitely lost if a customer 

defaults.  

 

EL = EAD ∗ PD ∗ LGD (1), 

 

𝐸𝐿: 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘′𝑠 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 

𝐸𝐴𝐷: 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘′𝑠 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐴𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡   

𝑃𝐷: 𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟′𝑠 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 

𝐿𝐺𝐷: 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐺𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡  

 

Upon estimating the customer’s Probability of Default (PD), a predictive model based on 

historical data is introduced (Table 11). In this way, after calculating the ratio of applicant’s 

monthly loan payments to their monthly income, a probability of default is estimated, 

considering whether the applicant will earn enough money, not only to pay the monthly loan 

payments, but also cover all the living expenses. Concretely, for a ratio of 0.75, “UoMBank” 

estimates that it is 60% probable that this applicant will default, taking into account that the 75% 

of their monthly income should be spent solely for covering the monthly loan payment, without 

including their living cost.   
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Monthly Loan Payment/Monthly Income Customer’s Probability of Default (PD) 

[0, 0.3) 10% 

[0.3,0.4) 15% 

[0.4,0.5) 25% 

[0.5,0.6) 30% 

[0.6,0.7) 50% 

[>=0.7,1) 60% 

>=1 90% 

Table 11 - Probability of Default (PD) assessment 

 

Additionally, the Loss Given Default (LGD) is another catalytic factor, utilized for the evaluation 

of the expected losses. Interestingly, “UoMBank” never loses its entire exposure, since 

guarantees from borrowers are provided, while it has the right to resell a property in order to 

receive its money back. Thus, LGD constitutes an estimation of the portion of the bank’s funds 

that will be definitely lost if a default occurs. For this reason, utilizing historical data, “UoMBank” 

defines a default LGD value for each requested loan type (Table 12). Considering a case where a 

€200.000 mortgage loan is granted and the customer defaults, “UoMBank” will not lose the 

entire exposure, since it has the right to resell the real estate property for a specific amount of 

money (e.g., €160.000). Hence, the LGD is calculated as the percentage of lost to the initial 

exposure (20%=40000/200000).  

 

Loan type Loss Given Default (LGD) 

Personal 50% 

Auto 30% 

Mortgage 30% 

Business 40% 

Table 12 - Loss Given Default (LGD) assessment 

 

Thereafter, having estimated the bank’s Credit Risk, the initially offered interest rate might be 

readjusted, aiming to compensate the bank for the additional risk that might take on. More 

specifically, in case of a low Credit Risk, the offered interest rate remains at its initial level. In 
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turn, in case of a moderate Credit Risk, the interest rate is automatically readjusted based on the 

ratio of the bank’s expected losses to the requested loan amount (Table 13). On the other hand, 

for a high Credit Risk level, a bank executive is automatically notified to analyze the risk and 

propose a new interest rate. To this extent, “UoMBank’s” employee can alternatively reject the 

application in case the excessive bank’s risk is characterized as a deterrent factor for an applicant 

to get a loan granted. In such scenario, a rejection document is automatically generated, before 

being attached to an automatically forwarded email.  

 

Expected Losses/ Loan Amount Interest rate increase 

>=12% and <14% +0.5% 

>=14% and <16% +1% 

>=16% and <18% +1.5% 

Table 13 - Interest rate increase 

 

At the end, having estimated the applicant’s loan eligibility, the bank’s credit risk and the finally 
offered interest rate, a loan agreement is automatically generated (Figure 100), before being 
attached to an automatically forwarded email. Altogether, at the time the proposed loan 
agreement is forwarded to the applicant, the loan application-to-approval process automatically 
ends, while the acceptance of the proposed loan agreement and the subsequent activities fall 
outside the scope of the underlying process. However, taking into account that an applicant 
might contact the bank at any time, the following assumptions need to be made. 
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Figure 100 - Proposed loan agreement 

 

 

Basic assumptions: 

 

Considering that the applicant has not a concrete insight as the application gets processed, the 

applicant might make an inquiry or cancel the application assessment at any time of the process. 

Utilizing the “UoMBank messenger”, available on the website portal (Figure 101), an applicant 

can select between an inquiry and cancellation request, forwarding their message to “UoMBank”, 

upon the form submission (Figure 102). 
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Figure 101 - “UoMBank” Website Portal: Application handling 

 

 

Figure 102 - “UoMBank” messenger 

 

From “UoMBank’s” perspective, in case of an inquiry request, a confirmation email is 

automatically forwarded to the applicant, denoting that the inquiry has been successfully 

received. Subsequently, a bank executive is automatically assigned to handle the inquiry, while 

gets notified every 24 hours for a pending task, in case the inquiry has yet to be successfully 

answered. Alternatively, in case of a cancellation request, a confirmation of cancellation is 

automatically forwarded to the applicant, before the loan application process being 

automatically terminated. 
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In the following section, the previously introduced textual description and its corresponding basic 

assumptions, are rendered in a BPMN representation, capturing the process in a graphical way 

and elucidating any ambiguities arising from the free-form text. 

 

 

6.3 Modeling the loan process with BPMN 

 

Having meticulously described the “UoMBank’s” loan application-to-approval process, it is of 

utmost importance to communicate and impart its logic in an unambiguous and comprehensible 

manner. To this extent, process models and graphical notations are deemed to prevail over 

textual descriptions of business processes, since any misinterpretations and ambiguities, arising 

from the freeform textual descriptions, are well mitigated [5]. In this regard, a BPMN 2.0 

representation of the aforementioned loan application-to-approval process, is provided in Figure 

103. 

More specifically, the BPMN model is comprised of two pools, namely the bank’s and the 

applicant’s pool, where special attention is given to their interactions, utilizing the BPMN 

message flows. Given the fact that the loan application-to-approval process takes place within 

the “UoMBank’s” boundaries, it is imperative to illustrate the process from the bank’s 

perspective, rather than shedding light into the applicant’s way of acting. For this reason, the 

textual description has been transformed to BPMN elements inside the bank’s pool, utilizing a 

plethora of concepts that have been previously introduced in Chapter 3.  

Notably, a series of automated tasks have been utilized, denoting the objective to automate such 

process. Service tasks, script tasks and send tasks, are well adopted for the premise of this 

process, due to their nature to be implemented with programming code and enacted 

automatically by a workflow engine. However, even if eliminating the human intervention is the 

ultimate aim in the context of process and decision automation, user tasks are inevitably utilized 

where human-decision-making is imperative for getting the loan application processed or when 

human actors need to perform manually any automated tasks that might fail. Considering the 

powerful BPMN symbol armory, intermediate and boundary events, exclusive and event-based 

gateways, subprocesses and event subprocesses, to exemplify some, are additionally utilized in 

order to increase the expressive power of the model and reflect the textual description in the 

best possible way.  

The underlying process is captured according to the BPMN 2.0 specification in the following 

figure, while for the sake of the desired level of granularity, its “Check applicant’s details” 

subprocess, is rendered in a separate model, illustrated in Figure 104, decreasing the complexity 

of the main process.
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Figure 103 - BPMN process representation
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Figure 104 - Subprocess: Integration with bank's third system 

 

6.4 Identifying business decisions in the process model: BPMN and DMN 

integration 
 

Undoubtedly, transforming directly a textual description to a BPMN process representation, a 

risk of convoluting the process and the decision logic frequently lurks. In this way, repetitive 

operational decisions are hidden behind BPMN constructs, posing a threat to the maintainability, 

scalability and understandability of both processes and decisions. Typically utilized, BPMN 

gateways and script tasks, imitate the decision logic by capturing decisions in a hard-coded 

manner. Thus, the traceability of the decision-making process is dramatically decreased, while 

any change in the decision logic entails modification on the process model logic. For this purpose, 

it is imperative to identify business decisions in the process model, externalize them in separate 

DMN models and invoke them as services by the means of BPMN business rule tasks. In this 

regard, in Figure 105, business decisions are identified in the process model, before delving into 

each of them in the following lines.
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Figure 105 - Identifying business decisions in the process model
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Business Decision 1:  

 

The first business decision, identified in the process model, is associated with a decision that 

“UoMBank” needs to make each time that an application of a new customer is received. 

Considering the textual description and the application assignment rules, illustrated in Table 8, 

depending on the requested loan type, a different “UoMBank’s” employee is assigned to check 

the application details. However, capturing the aforementioned decision logic with BPMN 

exclusive gateways (Figure 106), the complexity of the model escalates, while any modifications 

of the decision logic entail readjustment of the exclusive gateways and their associated sequence 

flows.  

In this regard, the underlying decision logic can be rendered in a BPMN and DMN integration 

approach, where the decision logic is externalized in a separate model. As a result, the requested 

loan type can serve as an input data on a decision table that determines the assignee, before 

such decision is invoked by the means of a business rule task in the BPMN model (Figure 107). 

Adhering additionally to the principles of process and decision modeling integration, namely the 

5PDM as introduced in Chapter 4, BPMN data objects are utilized in the process model in order 

to denote decision inputs and outputs and render their consistent integration. 

 

 

           Figure 106 - Business decision 1  
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Figure 107 - Business decision 1: BPMN and DMN integration approach 

 

Business Decision 2: 

 

The second business decision, identified in the process model, is associated with a decision that 

“UoMBank” needs to make in order to determine if an applicant is eligible to get a loan granted. 

Hidden in a BPMN script task (Figure 108), the decision is captured and made, utilizing a scripting 

language, that a workflow engine is able to interpret. However, this is more about coding rather 

than modeling [56]. Considering that decisions are buried into lines of code, decisions outcomes 

are cumbersome to be evaluated, while any modifications of the decision logic entail the entire 

script recoding. 

Evaluating and scoring the applicant’s monthly income, their previous amount of debt and their 

occupation type, as presented in the textual description and in Table 9, the applicant’s credit 

score is determined, before the eligibility is decided. As a result, externalizing such decision in a 

DMN model and invoking it with a BPMN business rule task (Figure 109), the traceability of 

decision-making process is well refined. In this sense, the applicant’s credit score is estimated 
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utilizing a collect sum hit policy in a first-level decision, before such score serves as an input to a 

higher-level decision, where the eligibility decision is made.  

 

Figure 108 - Business decision 2 
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Figure 109 - Business decision 2: BPMN and DMN integration approach 

 

Business Decision 3: 

 

The third business decision, identified in the process model, is associated with a decision that 

“UoMBank” needs to make in order to determine if the bank’s Credit Risk is low, moderate or 

high. Identically with the second business decision, such decision is hidden in the background of 

a script task (Figure 110), estimating the credit risk level in case an applicant defaults. For this 

purpose, the decision logic is buried into lines of code, where the credit risk is defined after 
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calculating the percentage of expected losses out of the bank’s initial exposure, as presented in 

the textual description of the process. 

However, taking into account that the applicant’s probability of loss and the bank’s loss given 

default are based on predictive models that utilize historical data, any modification of the 

aforementioned models and the applied logic, entail a change inside the scripting code.  In this 

regard, externalizing such decision logic in a DMN model, “UoMBank’s” Credit Risk can be 

centrally decided as low, moderate or high, before such decision outcome serves as an input to 

the BPMN model (Figure 111). For this purpose, a DRD model is introduced, indicating the way 

that lower-level information is aggregated, before a higher-level decision is made.  Interestingly, 

in such an approach, the decision logic is captured in a graphical way, where business analysts 

without programming knowledge are able to interpret effortlessly. 

 

 

 

Figure 110 - Business decision 3 
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Figure 111 - Business decision 3: BPMN and DMN integration approach 

 

BPMN model 

DMN model 
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Business decision 4: 

 

Last, but not least, the fourth business decision, identified in the process model, is associated 

with a decision that “UoMBank” needs to make in order to readjust the initially offered interest 

rate, once the Credit Risk is characterized as moderate. In this sense, the decision logic is 

convoluted with the process logic of the model, since decision conditions are hard-coded and 

rendered as labels in a gateway’s outgoing sequence flows (Figure 112). As a result, once a new 

condition is added or an old one needs to be removed, the process model needs to be adapted 

accordingly in order to reflect the desired decision logic.  

Considering that such decision is based on the percentage of expected losses to the total loan 

amount, this information can be utilized as an input data to a DMN decision table. Evaluating the 

table’s conditions, the interest rate increase can be determined, before returning as an input to 

the BPMN model level (Figure 113). 

 

Figure 112 - Business decision 4 
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Figure 113 - Business decision 4: BPMN and DMN integration 

 

Having identified the business decisions in the process model and externalize them to separate 

DMN models, in Figure 114, the underlying loan application-to-approval process is rendered in 

the context of integrating BPMN and DMN notations, before such model serves as an input for 

the automation of the process logic and its decision-making parts.

BPMN model 

DMN model 
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Figure 114 - Process representation: A BPMN and DMN integration approach
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6.5 Workflow automation: Specifying the execution semantics 

 

With the ultimate aim to automate the underlying loan application-to-approval process at the 

fictitious “UoMBank”, the previously created model must be enriched with execution semantics. 

In this regard, it is of utmost importance to consider not only the BPMN and DMN specifications, 

but also the different implementations that vendors might offer for each of the aforementioned 

notations’ elements. For the premise of this thesis, the Camunda BPM ecosystem and its 

underlying workflow engine, introduced in Chapter 5, are utilized in order to enact the process 

automatically and investigate the automation merits. 

Considering that automation aims to eliminate the human intervention, special focus is given on 

the identification of process parts, where automation can deliver high value, decrease the work 

load and accelerate the process execution. Concentrating, thus, on restructuring human capital, 

integrating applications and deploying software applications throughout an organization [66],  

[67], business process automation can make the automatic enactment of an end-to-end business 

process a reality rather than a wishful thinking. In this regard, workflow automation in the 

underlying loan application-to-approval process, can be regarded as four-fold, focusing on 

automating the process logic, the decision-making, the system integration and the activities 

execution (Figure 115).  

 

 

Figure 115 – Workflow automation 

 

At first, aiming to automate the process logic of the model, routing decisions are explicitly 

specified, indicating the way that the workflow engine will determine the process path during 

the process enactment. Defining, thus, JUEL expressions in Camunda Modeler, exclusive 

gateways are enriched with execution semantics that encapsulate the desired process logic 
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(Figure 116). Therefore, during runtime, the workflow engine evaluates the predefined 

expressions and automatically defines what has to be enacted next. 

 

 

Figure 116 - Implementing routing decisions 

 

In turn, focusing on automated decision-making, business rule tasks are explicitly specified to be 

implemented by DMN notation (Figure 117). Referencing explicitly the unique identifier of a 

higher-level decision of a DRD model, the process instance is able to invoke an external decision 

logic, before its result being available to the process execution level. 

 

Figure 117 - Implementing decision-making 
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Additionally, considering that various enterprise systems might be leveraged as the process 

lifecycle unfolds, it is imperative to establish a consistent integration among them. In this regard, 

workflow automation can facilitate such initiatives, since contemporary systems provide an 

interface that the workflow engine of a BPMS is able to invoke. In the underlying process, 

implementing a service task by a Java Delegate (Figure 118), the integration with the third system 

is automatically enacted, once the workflow engine interprets the code inside the Java Class 

(Figure 119). 

 

 

Figure 118 - Implementing service tasks 

 

 

Figure 119 - Java Delegate 
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Undoubtedly, an integral part of workflow automation is to execute automated activities that 

would otherwise be enacted by human actors. Utilizing script tasks or service tasks, an activity 

can be automated, paving the way for the elimination of human intervention. In the underlying 

process, automating activities with script tasks, a JavaScript block of code is established in the 

tasks’ background and executed automatically by the workflow engine during runtime (Figure 

120). Interestingly, comparing to the case where a service task needs to invoke an external Java 

Class, script tasks are developed and coded within the process model, without needing to invoke 

an external block of code.  

 

 

Figure 120 - Implementing script tasks 

 

 

Altogether, specifying the execution semantics for each of the model’s elements, the process 

model along with its all dependencies, namely decision models, java classes and java libraries, 

need to be deployed into the workflow engine, where it will be automatically enacted. In the 

following section, the deployment procedure of the process model is introduced. 
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6.6 Process deployment into the workflow engine 

 

After specifying the execution semantics of the process elements and explicitly define the ways 

of their implementation, the process model along with its all dependencies, such as the decision 

models, the invoked Java Classes and the utilized Java libraries, need to be encapsulated into a 

single application file (i.e., .war file), that will be subsequently deployed into the Camunda’s 

application server. To this extent, a Maven project is created, considering that Maven constitutes 

a build management tool tailored to Java-based project development in a more effortless and 

straightforward way. Addressing two fundamental aspects of building software, namely the way 

that the software is built, as well as its dependencies [91], Maven projects are deemed to 

facilitate an application development. 

Interestingly, the focal pillar of a Maven project is its pom.xml file, which contains all the project’s 

configuration, such as its dependencies, libraries, required plug-ins, etc., indispensable to the 

project execution. Upon the build of a project, Maven reads the pom.xml file and dynamically 

downloads and adds all the included dependencies, Java libraries and Maven plug-ins, from 

central, remote or local repositories. Importantly, in case a dependency is not available in a local 

repository, Maven automatically downloads it from a remote repository into the local one [92].  

Additionally, Maven archetypes are utilized in order to standardize the way that a Maven project 

is configured. Contemplating that each archetype provides pre-packacked dependencies, an 

archetype constitutes a template for standardized Maven project creation. In this regard, 

Camunda’s Archetype can be utilized in order to automatically include all the required 

dependencies, needed to the development of Java Classes, within the application file [75].  

Containing not only the source code, namely the Java Classes, but also any other resources 

required for the process enactment, such as .bpmn and .dmn files, a Maven project is compiled 

and packaged as a single output .war file, before being deployed to Camunda’s application server. 

Currently, a plethora of Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), such as the Eclipse IDE, 

facilitate the interoperability of Maven with the IDE’s build mechanisms and source editing tools. 

To this extent, Appendix A renders how a Maven project can be created in Eclipse IDE, before 

Appendix B introduces the way that a Maven project is installed and deployed as a single .war 

file into Camunda’s application server. Overall, the aforementioned concepts are illustrated in 

Figure 121, before presenting the overall demo architecture in the following section. 
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Figure 121 – Maven project 

 

 

6.7 Overall architecture 
 

In the current section, the overall demo architecture is presented, shedding light into the ways 

that its different components communicate with each other, as well as focusing on the role of 

Camunda BPM ecosystem and the utilization of its fundamental components as the process 

lifecycle unfolds. At first, modeling a business process within Camunda Modeler or Cawemo, a 

conceptual model is engendered, rendering the process logic in a graphical, let alone intuitive 

way. Enriching such model with executable semantics and implementing its service tasks with 

Java Classes, a Maven project, utilizing the Camunda’s archetype, is created. Packaging all process 

and decision models into such project, a single .war file is generated after installing the Maven 

project. Deploying, thereafter, the application file to the Camunda’s application server, the 

process is automatically enacted by its workflow engine. 

In this regard, considering that for the premise of the underlying process, applicants utilize the 

“UoMBank’s” website portal, it is of utmost importance to discover how a process instance can 

be generated and evaluated automatically, once a loan application form is submitted from an 

end user. Upon a form submission, thus, an asynchronous REST API call to the workflow engine 

is conducted triggering a process instance generation. Packaging all the applicant’s information 

as a JSON string variable, all data are transferred in the backend, before being stored as process 

variables. Upon a process instance completion, a relative response is returned to the end user, 

enhancing, thus, the user experience and facilitating the communication of the front end and 

backend environments. 
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Ultimately, utilizing default Camunda’s webapplications (i.e., Camunda Cockpit, Camunda 

Tasklist) as “UoMBank’s” backend systems, the process monitoring of individual process 

instances, namely loan applications, as well as the task handling and user task completion, are 

significantly facilitated.  

 

 

 

Figure 122 - Demo architecture 
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6.8 Execution scenario 
 

Having presented the loan application-to-approval process, the overall architecture and the way 

that its different components interact with each other, in the current section an execution 

scenario is developed in order to illustrate how the process unfolds both from the applicant’s and 

the “UoMBank’s” perspective. In this regard, special focus is given on the  customer experience 

upon submitting a loan application form, let alone shedding light on what is happening behind 

the scenes and determines if an applicant is eligible to get a loan granted. 

 

Applicant’s perspective: 

 

At first, the applicant enters the “UoMBank’s” website portal, where a loan application form can 

be submitted on their behalf (Figure 123). 

 

Figure 123 - Loan application form 
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After filling the required information, the applicant submits the form and receives a loading 

message, indicating the processing of the form (Figure 124). 

 

 

Figure 124 - Form loading 

 

Within seconds, the form is updated with a success message, denoting the efficacious form 

submission (Figure 125). 

 

 

Figure 125 - Successful loan application form submission 
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At the same time, the applicant receives automatically a confirmation email from “UoMBank” at 

the provided email address (Figure 126). 

 

 

Figure 126 - Confirmation email 

 

Within seconds, a second email is forwarded to the applicant’s email address, where the loan 

agreement terms are attached, indicating the customer’s eligibility for getting a loan granted 

(Figure 127).   

 

 

Figure 127 - Proposed loan agreement email 
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Subsequently, the applicant views the proposed loan agreement terms, as well as the breakdown 

of the requested loan (Figure 128). However, the acceptance of the proposed loan agreement 

and the subsequent activities fall outside the scope of the underlying process and are not 

presented further. 

 

 

Figure 128 - Proposed loan agreement document 
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Having thoroughly presented the way that the loan application process is performed from the 

end user’s perspective, it is of utmost importance to examine what is actually happening behind 

the scenes.  

 

“UoMBank’s” perspective: 

 

At first, once the loan application form is submitted, an automatic asynchronous REST API call to 

the workflow engine is triggered (Figure 129). In this regard, fetching the applicant’s data and 

converting them to a JSON string variable (i.e., variable “data” in Figure 131)), the application is 

wrapped into the body of a POST REST API call, directing to the Camunda’s engine endpoint. In 

turn, a new instance of the loan application-to-approval process is asynchronously generated in 

the backend system (Figure 130), namely the Camunda’s Cockpit environment, while the front-

end form and the client’s session are still active. On process instance completion, a relative 

message is returned to the applicant. 

 

 

Figure 129 - Trigger a process instance 

 

 

Figure 130 - Process instance generation 
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Figure 131 - Asynchronous REST API call 

                                                      

 

 

Getting provided all the application details, present in the body of the REST API call, applicant’s 

data are associated with process variables inside the backend system (Figure 132). Thus, all 

application-related information is available to “UoMBank” and are ready to be evaluated as the 

process unfolds. 
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Figure 132 - Process variables 

 

More specifically, a confirmation email is automatically forwarded to the applicant (Figure 133). 

Subsequently, a subprocess is triggered in order to check the applicant’s existence on 

“UoMBank’s” third system, namely the “ServiceNow” system, with the aim to retrieve the 

previous amount of debt in case the applicant is already an existing “UoMBank’s” customer. 

 

 

Figure 133 - Process instance execution  

 

Conducting, thus, an automatic REST API call to the third system (Figure 134), the applicant’s 

existence is verified with a relative response. Interestingly, the amount of the customer’s 

previous debt, stored in “UoMBank’s” third system (Figure 135), is automatically retrieved, 
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before being returned and assigned to a relative process variable within the backend system 

(i.e., variable “debt” (Figure 135)).  

 

Figure 134 - REST API call to “UoMBank's” third system 

 

 

Figure 135 - Retrieving the applicant's previous debts 
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Having been successfully retrieved, the amount of previous debt and the applicant’s age 

determine the continuation of the process execution. Considering that the underlying applicant 

has zero previous debts and a valid age, the process is further executed with an evaluation of 

applicant’s eligibility to get a loan granted (Figure 136). 

 

 

Figure 136 – Routing decision based on applicant’s age and previous amount of debt 

 

 Implemented by the DMN notation, “UoMBank” determines the applicant’s eligibility after 

evaluating their credit score. In this regard, scoring the monthly income, the previous debts and 

the occupation type of the underlying applicant, a credit score of 750 is defined (Figure 137). 

 

 

Figure 137 – Calculating applicant’s credit score 
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Considering that the applicant’s credit score is further utilized as an input to a higher-level 

decision, where the applicant’s eligibility is determined, the applicant is characterized as 

“eligible” due to a credit score greater than 650 (Figure 138). Importantly, the final decision 

outcome (i.e., “eligible”) is returned back to the process execution and associated with a relative 

process variable (i.e., “eligibility”) (Figure 139). 

 

 

Figure 138 – Determining applicant’s loan eligibility 

 

 

Figure 139 – Applicant’s eligibility as a process variable 

 

On the basis of customer’s eligibility, an instant routing decision is performed in order to 

terminate or futher execute the process (Figure 140). In the current scenario, due to the 

applicant’s eligibility to get a loan granted (i.e., eligibility==”eligible”),  the process automatically 

proceeds to a Credit Risk evaluation. 

 

 

Figure 140 - Loan eligibility evaluation 
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At this stage, a series of decisions is automatically made, before the Credit Risk level is finally 

determined. Evaluating previously received input data (i.e., percentage of monthly loan payment 

to monthly income and requested loan type), the applicant’s probability of loss (Figure 141) and 

the bank’s loss given default (Figure 142) are automatically decided, before estimating the overall 

expected losses (Figure 143).   Thereafter, calculating automatically the percentage of expected 

losses to the total requested loan amount (Figure 144), the Credit Risk level is finally determined 

(Figure 145), before being returned to the process execution and associated with a relative 

process variable (i.e., “creditRisk”) (Figure 146).  

 

    

      Figure 141 - Estimating applicant’s probability of loss                            Figure 142 - Estimating “UoMBank’s” loss given default 

 

 

 

Figure 143 - Estimating “UoMBank's” expected losses 
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Figure 144 - Estimating "UoMBank's" percentage of expected losses 

 

 

 

Figure 145 - Estimating "UoMBank's" credit risk 

 

 

Figure 146 - Credit risk as a process variable 

 

 

 

On the basis of the previously estimated risk level, the flow of the process is automatically defined 

(Figure 147). In the current scenario, due to a moderate Credit Risk level, the interest rate is 

automatically readjusted based on a decided increase. Such decision, implemented by DMN 

notation (Figure 148), determines automatically the value by which the initially offered interest 

rate must be increased. For the underlying applicant, a 0.5 increase is decided, before the initially 

offered interest rate (i.e., 6.0% for the requested personal loan) being readjusted to its finally 

offered level (i.e., 6.5%) and associated with a relative process variable (Figure 149). 
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Figure 147 – Routing a process instance 

 

 

 

Figure 148 - Interest rate readjustment 

 

 

 

Figure 149 – Interest rate as a process variable 
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After the interest rate being readjusted, the loan agreement is automatically generated, before 

being attached to a forwarded to the applicant email (Figure 150). 

 

 

Figure 150 - Loan agreement sending 

 

Once the loan agreement is automatically sent, the process lifecycle from the “UoMBank’s” 

perspective is finished. 

 

 

6.9 Expected benefits 

 

Considering the end-to-end deployment of the loan application-to-approval process and the 

previously introduced execution scenario from both an applicant’s and the “UoMBank’s” 

perspective, the benefits of investing in workflow automation come in frontline. Undoubtedly, a 

workflow engine is able to accelerate a process execution, utilizing knowledge to route the 

process, as well as to transport work items, saving someone the time to even think about what 

should be done next [5]. Taking into account that a process running by a workflow engine is not 

only available as source code (XML, Java, etc.), but also as a diagram, workflow automation 

facilitates the transparency and the traceability of process instances, since the execution of the 

process instance is not buried deep in a software, but it is explicitly rendered in a graphical and 

intuitive manner [2]. Importantly, enforcing predefined rules and enact a process in a 

preordained way, workflow automation is running on the basis of the logic of a pre-deployed 

process model. Thus, error-rates are significantly decreased, while the process is executed 
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without any concessions, avoiding situations where employees perform a business process in the 

way that it looks best to them [5]. Considering that lots of delays in business processes arising 

because of deficient decision-making processes, workflow automation brings decision-making in 

frontline, where faster and improved decisions can be made on the basis of ubiquitous 

information and its continuous circulation.  Altogether, in today’s rapidly changing environment 

that everything needs to be executed faster [65], workflow automation is able to increase the 

customer satisfaction and deliver high-value outcomes without affecting the offered quality. 

 

6.10 Summary 

 

This chapter presented an end-to-end deployment of a fictitious loan application-to-approval 

process in an imaginary bank, namely the “UoMBank”. The fictitious process was developed in 

order to reflect real loan application-to-approval processes and consider how workflow 

automation can handle such processes.  At first, a BPMN representation of the process was 

created, mitigating any ambiguities and misinterpretations arising from its free-form textual 

description. Identifying the decision logic inside the process model and externalizing the business 

decisions in separate DMN models, a BPMN and DMN integration approach, served as an input 

to the workflow automation initiatives. Thereafter, focusing on automating the process logic, the 

decision-making, the system integration and the activities execution, the execution semantics of 

the aforementioned models were established, paving the way for their automated enactment. 

Deploying the process model along with its all dependencies into the workflow engine, workflow 

automation comes in practice, where is deemed to accelerate such processes, refine traceability, 

decrease error rates, and increase customer satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER 7: Discussion & Conclusions 

 

This chapter concludes the thesis, providing an overview of this research. Underlying the research 

contribution, the limitations and the future work that can push forward the research in the area 

of workflow automation, the chapter aims to provide the main findings and they key observations 

around the business process and decision automation, based on executable models, running by 

a workflow engine.  

 

7.1 Thesis Overview 
 

The aim of this thesis, as presented in Chapter 1, was to practically assess the workflow 

automation paradigm on the basis of executable notations, such as the BPMN and DMN 

notations. Given its practical scope, the purpose was to develop an end-to-end process, starting 

from its textual description and ending with its automated enactment by the means of a BPMN 

and DMN-based workflow engine. 

Chapter 2 introduced the theoretical background of this thesis, denoting how the process 

thinking notion, the ubiquitous penetration of IT in business processes and the underlying digital 

transformation of contemporary organizations, have established the foundations of business 

process and decision automation. Aiming to establish the foundation behind the thesis’s practical 

scope, the chapter presented the BPMN and DMN notations, shedding light on the Separation of 

Concerns (SoC) paradigm in business process modeling. 

Chapter 3 presented the BPMN notation and its capabilities to render business processes in a 

graphical, yet executable way. The chapter introduced the complete BPMN symbol armory, 

before highlighting the ways that its various elements can be utilized within process models. 

Emphasizing advanced modeling concepts, such as the transaction subprocesses and the error-

handling, the chapter presented advanced BPMN elements that are frequently omitted in BPMN 

modeling initiatives. The chapter concluded with the inability of BPMN notation to render the 

decision logic of business processes, giving prominence to the DMN notation for the modeling 

and the enactment of business decisions. 

Chapter 4 introduced the DMN notation as the recent standard for rendering the decision logic 

of business processes in a graphical and executable way. The chapter presented its two levels of 

decision modeling, namely the decision requirements and the decision logic level, before 

illustrating the way that BPMN and DMN notations can be integrated. In this regard, the chapter 

introduced the Decision as a Service (DaaS) paradigm and the five principles for integrated 
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Process and Decision Modeling (5PDM), as presented in recent literature in order to render 

business processes decision-aware and decision-intelligent. 

Chapter 5 presented the Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) as the instruments for 

managing business processes, ranging from their modeling to their automated enactment. 

Introducing their origins, namely the Process Aware Information Systems (PAISs) and the 

Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs), special attention was given on their architecture and 

the ways that their components interact with each other. In this regard, a renowned BPMS, 

namely the Camunda BPM platform, was introduced, before being utilized for an end-to-end 

process deployment in the following chapter. 

Chapter 6 fulfilled the practical scope of this thesis, presenting an end-to-end deployment of a 

loan application-to-approval process. Initially, the chapter presented the automation challenges 

in banking industry, summarized to acceleration and, ideally, automation of its bureaucratic 

processes. In this regard, a fictitious loan application-to-approval process was introduced, before 

its textual description being transformed to a BPMN process model. Subsequently, business 

decisions were identified in the process model and externalized to separate DMN models. 

Thereafter, specifying their execution semantics, the chapter highlighted how workflow 

automation comes in practice. In the end, the chapter concluded with an execution scenario of 

the underlying process, before presenting the expected benefits of workflow automation 

initiatives, summarized to accelerate business processes, refine traceability, decrease error rates 

and increase customer satisfaction. 

 

7.2 Research contribution 
 

The overall contribution of this research concerns the automation of an end-to-end business 

process, after specifying the execution semantics of its underlying BPMN model. The scope of the 

research focuses on identifying the automation capabilities of executable notations, such as the 

BPMN and DMN notations, that are directly executed by the workflow engine of a BPMS.  

The research has provided an understanding about the business process spectrum within 

literature, as well as highlighted how business process and decision automation have emerged. 

In addition, it renders the complete power and expressiveness of BPMN notation, presenting 

complex processes’ concepts, such as the transaction processes and error-handling, that can be 

explicitly modeled with advanced BPMN elements. In this sense, sophisticated elements that are 

frequently omitted in BPMN modeling initiatives, are thoroughly presented, aiming to elucidate 

their usage for the day-to-day engagement with the BPMN notation.  

Moreover, this research demonstrates how business decisions can be separated from process 

models, and being treated as separate concerns in business process modeling. Providing a series 
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of practical examples, it imparts methods of rendering business processes as decision-aware and 

decision intelligent.  

Ultimately, this research can contribute to the already existing academic work around the 

workflow automation, by providing not only the theoretical concepts behind it, but also by 

introducing a practical example of a loan application-to-approval process. Considering the lack of 

practical examples of business processes within the literature, this research introduces an end-

to-end process in the banking industry.  

 

7.3 Research Limitations & Future work 
 

A limitation of the underlying research derives from the fact that real business processes within 

the banking industry are not explicitly presented in literature. For this reason, a fictitious process 

at an imaginary bank, was introduced in order to tackle this limitation. However, considering the 

fact that real loan application-to-approval processes of contemporary banks are highly complex 

and involve many participants as the process lifecycle unfolds, the current research presents only 

a limited view on the process and decision automation of such processes. Additionally, taking 

into account that BPMN is mainly introduced for modeling purposes within literature, the 

establishment of its execution semantics in end-to-end processes has yet to be highly adopted 

within academic works.  

However, considering the rise of process and decision automation, there is a plethora of 

opportunities and research challenges around the workflow automation initiatives. In this regard, 

hyped technologies, such as Machine Learning (ML) and Robotic Process Automation (RPA), can 

be seen as additional features of process and decision automation, rendering business processes 

fully-automated and eradicating excessively the human intervention. In this way, BPMN service 

tasks that in their background are implemented by programming code, can invoke a machine 

learning algorithm and leverage its knowledge, before utilize it for routing decisions and activities 

executions as the process lifecycle unfolds. In the same direction, RPA bots, constituting a 

powerful technology where screen-scrapping is required, can be invoked by BPMN models, 

automating activities that would otherwise be enacted by human actors. Taking into account that 

many legacy systems do not provide an interface which can be invoked automatically by the 

workflow engine of a BPMS, RPA bots automate highly-repetitive clerical work, reducing error-

rates and execution cycles. 

In addition, considering that more and more business processes become automated by the 

means of a workflow engine, research challenges arise on the context of managing automated 

processes. Given the increased number of process instances being executed, the monitoring of 

automated processes is significantly impeded. As a result, the exploitation and visualization of 
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execution data that is explicitly gathered by a workflow engine of a BPMS, can be considered as 

a powerful instrument for monitoring the performance of automated processes. In this regard, 

establishing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) related to the automation of a business process, 

can be considered as the main objective of a future work. 

 

7.4 Conclusions 
 

This thesis presented the workflow automation paradigm on the basis of executable notations, 

such as the BPMN and DMN notations. Considering that today’s business conditions are ripe for 

major change, process and decision automation by the means of a workflow engine, provide the 

foundation for a robust process intelligence. Given the fact that business processes have to be 

performed in a preordained way, business processes executed by the process engine of a BPMS, 

leave less room for deviation from the desired process logic, which has been explicitly captured 

in an executable process model. Summarized to accelerate business processes, refine 

traceability, decrease error rates and increase customer satisfaction, workflow automation is 

deemed to constitute a first-class citizen in BPM initiatives, focusing on business processes that 

are characterized by high repetency, richness in information and standardization.  
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Appendix A: Creating a Maven project in Eclipse IDE 

 

In the following lines, the creation of a Maven project in Eclipse IDE is meticulously rendered in 

order to optimally generate the loan application .war file. Navigating to the “Preferences” option 

(Figure 151) and searching for the “Maven” preference (Figure 152), the Camunda’s Maven 

archetype can be established. 

 

 

Figure 151 - Eclipse preferences 

 

 

Figure 152 - Maven preferences 
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Selecting the “Archetypes” option out of the Maven preferences, the list of available Maven 

Archetypes is displayed, while a remote repository can be additionally established, by clicking on 

the “Add Remote Catalog” button (Figure 153). 

 

 

Figure 153 - Maven archetypes 

 

Utilizing the Camunda’s repository URL as the catalog file (i.e., 

https://app.camunda.com/nexus/service/rest/repository/browse/camunda-bpm/), the Camunda’s 

Maven Archetype is inserted (Figure 154). 

 

 

Figure 154 - Camunda Maven Archetype 

https://app.camunda.com/nexus/service/rest/repository/browse/camunda-bpm/
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Having applied the Camunda’s archetype, a new Maven project can be initialized. Navigating to 

to the new “Project” option (Figure 155), a “Maven project” is established (Figure 156). 

 

 

Figure 155 - New project 

 

 

Figure 156 - New Maven project 
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Selecting the previously inserted “camunda” archetype in the “catalog” drop-down list, a 

plethora of Artifact ids is rendered (Figure 157). Utilizing the “camunda-archetype-servlet-war” 

artifact id, the Maven project is created, after naming the project’s Group and Artifact ids (Figure 

158). 

 

Figure 157 - Camunda’s archetype 

 

 

Figure 158 - Maven project creation 
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Having efficaciously build the project, the new generated Maven project is listed under the 

“Project Explorer” section of Eclipse IDE (Figure 159). 

 

 

Figure 159 - Maven Project - Project Explorer 
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Appendix B: Installing and deploying the Maven project (.war 
file) into the Camunda BPM 

 

In the following lines, the deployment of a Maven project as a .war file into the Camunda BPM 

ecosystem, is thoroughly rendered. All the executable process and decision models are inserted 

into the underlying Maven project, before being deployed as a single .war file into the application 

server. Right clicking on the project’s name and selecting the “System explorer” view (Figure 160), 

the project is opened in the local system directory (Figure 161). 

 

Figure 160 - System Explorer 

 

Navigating to the project’s “resources” folder (i.e., path: projectName\src\main\resources), all 

BPMN and DMN files, indispensable to the process execution, are explicitly inserted (Figure 161).  

 

 

Figure 161 - Maven project in local directory 
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Returning to Eclipse IDE and refreshing the project (i.e., F5), the executable process and decision 

models are displayed under the Maven project’s “resources” folder (i.e., path: 

src/main/resources) (Figure 162).  

 

 

Figure 162 - BPMN and DMN models in Maven project 

 

Following the “Maven install” option, after right clicking on the project’s name, the Maven 

project is installed (Figure 163). 

 

 

Figure 163 - Maven install 
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Having efficaciously installed the Maven project, a “BUILD SUCCESS” message is rendered (Figure 

164), while the generated application file is listed under the project’s “target” folder (Figure 165).  

  

 

Figure 164 - BUILD SUCCESS 

 

 

Figure 165 - Application .war file 
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Navigating to Camunda’s server “webapps” folder (i.e., camunda-bpm\server\apache-tomcat-

9.0.36\webapps), the previously generated application .war file is deployed and inserted into the 

server (Figure 166), before, subsequently, initializing the application server (Figure 167). 

 

 

Figure 166 - Application deployment 

 

 

Figure 167 - Starting the application server 

 

 


